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Abstract 

Application of a-Si:H Radiation Detectors 
in Medical Imaging 

by 

Hyoung-Koo Lee 

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering-Nuclear Engineering 

University of California at Berkeley 

Professor Selig N. Kaplan, Chair 

Monte Carlo simulations of a proposed a-Si:H-based current- 

integrating gamma camera were performed. The analysis showed that the 

intrinsic resolution of such a camera was 1 - 2.5 mm, which is somewhat 

better than that of a conventional gamma camera, and that the greater 

blurring, due t o  the detection of scattered y-rays, could be reduced 

considerably by image restoration techniques. This proposed gamma 

camera would be useful for imaging shallow organs such as the thyroid. 

Prototype charge-storage a-Si:H pixel detectors for such a camera were 

designed, constructed and tested. The detectors could store signal charge 

. 

as long as 5 min at -26OC. The thermal generation current in reverse 
biased a-Si:H p-i-n photodetectors was investigaged, and the Poole-Frenkel 

effect was found to be the most significant source of the thermal generation 

current. Based o n  the Poole-Frenkel effect, voltage- and time-dependent 

thermal generation current was modeled. Using this model, the operating 
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conditions of the proposed a-Si:H gamma camera, such as the operating 

temperature, the operating bias and the y-scan period, could be predicted. 

The transient photoconductive gain mechanism in various a-Si:H 

devices was investigated for applications in digital radiography. Using the 

a-Si:H photoconductors in n-i-n configuration in pixel arrays, enhance- 

ment in signal collection (more than 200 times higher signal level) can be 

achieved in digital radiography, compared to the ordinary p-i-n type a-Si:H 
x-ray imaging arrays . 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Although its history is short compared to  other semiconductor 

materials, hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:€€) has been investigated 

extensively in many groups around the world in connection with its various 

applications. Due to  its ability of being deposited on a large area substrate 

with any geometry and its high radiation hardness, a-Si:H has also been 

candidated as a material for large area radiation imaging devices. Even 

though it is still under development, a-Si:H radiation imaging arrays may 

replace many of the conventional imaging devices in the near future. In 

this chapter the historical background, production method, structure and 

basic properties of a-Si:H are briefly described. 

1.1 Historgofa-SiSI 

A-Si:H is a relatively new material. It was first made in England in 

1969 by Chittick et al. using glow discharge.[l] Before that time amorphous 

silicon was made by sputtering or by thermal evaporation, which produced 

unhydrogenated amorphous silicon. The amorphous silicon without 

hydrogen has a high defect density and cannot be doped, hence did not draw 

much attention from scientists. Even the improvement of photoconductivity 

and defect density of amorphous silicon using hydrogenation by Chittick 

was not of significant interest at that time because the overall electronic 

quality of a-Si:H was still far worse than that of crystal semiconductors. In 

1975 Spear and LeComber reported that substitutional n-type or  p-type 
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doping was possible by adding phosphine or diborane to  silane.[2] Since 

then many scientists started having interest in a-Si:H and research on this 

material has been widely performed. In 1976 Carlson and Wronski first 

made a-Si:H solar cells utilizing the photovoltaic effect of p-i-n structure.[3] 

The thickness of the device was -1pm and they could obtain 2.4% 

conversion efficiency in AM-1 sunlight. As for large area a-Si:H devices, 

Snell and his coworkers first reported field effect transistors for liquid 

crystal displays in 1981.[4] Since then various applications of large area a- 

Si:H devices, such as optical scanners and radiation imaging arrays, have 

been studied. Wei et al first demonstrated in 1985 that an a-Si:H p-i-n diode 

coupled with a layer of phosphor could be used as an x-ray sensor. [5 J They 

used ZnS(Ni) and CdW04 as phosphors and reported linear response of the 

sensor output current to the input x-ray. From their measurement results 
they proposed that a-Si:H sensor arrays might replace the detector arrays 
made of crystalline Si, Ge, CdTe and HgI2 in medical imaging devices such 

as x-ray computed tomography scanners. Charged particle detection using 

a-Si:H p-i-n diodes was first performed by Perez-Mendez and Kaplan et. al. 

in 1986.[6] They used single layer and back-to-back coupled p-i-n diodes 

without scintillator a d  measured alpha particle from 241Am. 

1.2 Fabrication 

The usual method of depositing a-Si:H is Plasma Enhanced 

A typical PECVD re'actor is 

Silane gas and other added gases for 

The 

Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD). 

schematically shown in Fig. 1-1. 

doping are decomposed by the plasma and g r o w n  on  a substrate. 
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Fig. 1-1 Schematic diagram of a typical PECVD reactor for 
a-Si:H deposition. 

deposition temperature controls the chemical reactions on the growing 

surface and is usually less than 250 O C .  The amorphous silicon film can be 

grown at higher temperature, but the quality is worse because hydrogen 

does not remain in the film.[7] If the deposition temperature is too low, 

hydrogen cannot diffuse into the structure, hence a more disordered 

structure is formed. The other parameters which control the deposition 

process are gas pressure, gas flow rate and rf power. The gas pressure 

determines the mean free path of the gas molecules, and the usual 

pressure is 0.1 - 1 Torr. The gas flow rate controls the residence time of the 

gases in the reactor, and the rf power determines the film growth rate. 

Many modifications on the glow discharge technique have been 

studied to improve the quality of a-Si:H material, and recently, using a 
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hydrogen dilution technique with PECVD, improved electronic properties of 
a-Si:H samples which contain microcrystalline silicon were reported. [SI A 

fast deposition rate by He dilution of silane at low deposition temperature 

was also reported, and using this technique thick a-Si:H samples with low 

stress can be successfully made.[9] 

1.3 Structureandbasicproperties 

Amorphous silicon is a material which has a disordered structure, 

but not completely disordered. It has the same short range order as the 

crystal silicon but not the long range order. Usually the structure of 

amorphous semiconductors is explained by a continuous random network. 
The continuous random network model treats the structure of a covalently 

bonded amorphous material such that a perfect connectivity is maintained 

among atoms but the periodicity is not well retained.[7,10] As the short 

range order is well preserved, the overall electronic property of amorphous 

silicon is similar to that of the crystal silicon. But due to  the long range 

disorder, the abrupt band edges of crystal silicon are replaced by a 

broadened tail state distribution which extend into the forbidden gap. 

Amorphous semiconductors generally have well-defined bond lengths, 

bond angles and coordinations. The coordination is the specific numbers of 

bonds of an atom to immediate neighboring atoms. It is determined by the 

famous '8-N' rule by Mott,[ll] and is four in silicon. When an atom has too 
many or  too few bonds a coordination defect is formed, and this structural 

defect is referred t o  as a dangling bond. Dangling bonds produce deep 

electronic states in the forbidden gap, and control the electronic properties 

4 



by trapping and recombination. Hydrogenation of amorphous silicon 
improves the electronic quality by reducing dangling bond density. The 

atomic hydrogen concentration in good a-Si:H materials is about 10%. The 

structure of a-Si:H is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1-2. 

The wavefunction of electronic states in crystalline silicon can be 

obtained by solving the Schrodinger equation with a periodic potential well, 

and is described by the Block wave,[12] 

Y (r, k) = u(r, k) exp(ik r) 

where u(r,k) is periodic in r with the periodicity of the crystal lattice. The 

wavefunction, which extends throughout the crystal, has a well-defined 
momentum k, and the allowed energies of electrons can be represented by 

means of a E-k dispersion relations in k-space. Hence, the band gap in a 

crystal is a consequence of the periodicity of the lattice. In a-Si:H, however, 

as there is no periodicity, k-space cannot exist and the wavefunction cannot 

0 Si o H .- dangling bond 

Fig. 1-2 Schematic diagram of a-Si:H material structure 
which shows the continuous random network. 
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be expressed by the Block wave. Therefore, the band gap cannot be 

described by E-k dispersion relations any more. The density of states; 

however, is valid as a description of electron states for both crystal and 

amorphous silicon. [lo] Weaire and Thorpe showed that the electronic 

density of states are mainly determined by the short range order and that a 

gap could exist for a tetrahedrally coordinated amorphous solid.[13] The 

density of states distribution in a-Si:H is compared with that of crystal 

silicon in Fig. 1-3. The sharp features in the density of states in crystal 
silicon become smeared out in a-Si:H due to lack of the long range order. 

Fluctuations in short range order such as bond angle distortion also 

contribute to  the tail states. 

In an amorphous semiconductor, electrons may become localized, 

that is, the wavefunction is confined to a small volume rather than being 

Crystal Si 

E L .  

Conduction band 

Valence band 

w 
density of states 

a-Si:H 

4 

b 

density of states 

Fig. 1-3 Schematic diagram of density of states in crystal 
silicon and a-Si:H. 
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extended. The electron localization in amorphous material was first 
modeled by Anderson, who showed that if the average of the disordered 

potential experienced by electrons exceeds a critical value, all o f  the electron 

states in the material are localized.[14] The probability of localization is 

high in tail states because these are generally attributed to  distorted 

sites.[lOJ Mott showed that there is a critical energy E, below which the. 

allowed states are localized, and conduction is achieved by thermally- 

activated hopping to another localized state or  by thermal excitation t o  
energies above E,.[15] This E, which demarcates localized states and 

extended states is termed the 'mobility edge', and is shown in Fig. 1-3. At 

T=OK, the mobility of electrons above the mobility edge is finite, but the 

electrons below the mobility edge are immobile. The energy difference 
between the mobility edges is called mobility gap and is about 1.9 eV in 

a-Si:H. 171 

A dangling bond, which is the source of  generation and 

recombination centers in the forbidden gap, can have three charge states: 

+e, 0 and -e. When it is occupied by a single electron it is neutral. When an 

electron is added to a singly occupied dangling bond, the two electrons repel 

each other by the Coulomb force and the energy levels are split by the so- 

called correlation energy.[7] The D- and Do state splitting due t o  the 

correlation energy U is schematically shown in Fig. 1-3. 

In amorphous semiconductors the mobilities of electrons and holes 

are reduced due to  scattering, which increases with the degree of disorder. 

In a-Si:H the microscopic mobility, which is defined as the mobility of fi-free 

carriers in the extended states, is -10 cm2/Vsec, and -1 cm2Nsec for 
At room temperature, electrons and ' electrons and holes, respectively. 
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holes spend some fraction of their life in the extended states and some 

fraction in the localized states. In other words, electrons, for example, keep 

trapping and detrapping between the extended states above the mobility 

edge and the tail states below the mobility edge. Therefore the transport of 

charge carriers is trap-limited, and the effective carrier mobility, which is 

called drift mobility, is consequently lower than the microscopic &ee carrier 

mobility. In a-Si:H the drift mobility is -1 cm2Nsec, and - 5 ~ 1 0 ' ~  cm2Nsec 

for electrons and holes, respectively. As the detrapping mechanism is 

determined by the thermal energy, the drift mobility is temperature 

dependent, and if the temperature is sufficiently high the drift mobility is 

equal t o  the microscopic mobility since most of the carriers will be in the 
extended states. 
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Chapter 2 Radiation Detection Principles 

2.1 Detection Scheme with a-SBDetechrs 

The radiation detectors made fkom a-Si:H are either p-i-n or Schottky 

barrier structures in sandwich type. Since the p- and n- layers provide 

better blocking junctions,[l] p-i-n diodes are more fkequently used than the 

Schottky barrier devices. Unlike crystalline silicon detectors, for a-Si:H a 

p-n junction is ineffective without the intrinsic layer, because the mean fkee 

path of the minority carriers in p- and n-type a-Si:H is too short.[2,3] 

During radiation detection the a-Si:H p-i-n diode is reverse biased, and the 

signal charge is collected by the depletion field which is imposed by a 

reverse bias. The a-Si:H p-i-n diodes can be fabricated in small pixels, 

making two dimensional imaging using a-Si:H pixel detector arrays 

possible. There are two possible schemes of radiation detection using 

a-Si:H p-i-n diodes: direct detection and indirect detection, which are 

discussed in the following subsections. 

2.1.1 DiredDetection 

In this scheme, the electron-hole pairs are generated in the p-i-n 

diode by interaction with the incident radiation itself. In Fig. 2-1 (a), the 

direct detection method is schematically shown. Using this scheme, a fast 

signal can be obtained if the reverse bias is sufficiently high. Also a good 

spatial resolution can be achieved when the detectors constitute a pixel 



High energy radiation 
High energy radiation 

\ 

Tn 
I I I 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 2-1 Radiation detection schemes using a-Si:H p-i-n 
photodiode pixel arrays: (a) direct detection and (b) 
indirect detection. 

array, because the position of interaction is confined in one pixel, hence the 

pixel size determines the spatial resolution. Using direct detection scheme, 

highly ionizing particles such as low energy protons and alpha particles 

could be measured. f1,2] For detection of minimum ionizing particles, 

however, this scheme needs a thick i-layer due to the low stopping power of 

a-Si:H.[4] The average energy required to produce one electron-hole pair in 

a-Si:H is 4.8 k 0.3 eV, and the minimum ionizing particle generates about 

80 electron-hole pairs per micron in a-Si:H.[5] Therefore t o  detect the 

minimum ionizing particles with an adequate signal to noise ratio, the 

thickness of the i-layer should be at least 50 pm.[2,6] Thick a-Si:H p-i-n 

diodes have, however, problems with internal stress and high electric field 

at the p-i interface.[7,8] Due to  the ionized defect density the electric field is 

not  uniform in the i-region of the a-Si:H p-i-n diode and is peaked at the p-i 

interface. Good collection efficiency requires full depletion of the i-region 



and accordingly needs high reverse bias, which, if too high, causes pop- 

corn noise o r  breakdown of the diode. Many efforts on  achieving high 

colIection efficiency with low operation bias, such as using buried p-i-n 

structure, have been made.[9] Another possibility of low bias operation on a 

thick a-Si:H p-i-n diode is using photoconductive gain mechanism, which 

has, however, a higher shot noise due to large dark current Ievel.[lO] The 

photoconductive gain mechanisms in a-Si:H devices are discussed in 

Chapter 5. 

2.1.2 Jndjrect Detection 

An alternative scheme of radiation detection using a-Si:H p-i-n diode 

is the indirect detection. For indirect detection, a thin a-Si:H p-i-n diode is 

coupled to a scintillating layer which converts the energy deposited by 

charged particles, x-rays or y-rays into visible light. As the mean free path 

of the visible light is short in a-Si:H a thin i-layer can be used. A 1 p.m thick 

i-layer can absorb -96% of the light incident o n  the p-i-n diode.[ll] The 

scheme of indirect detection is shown in Fig. 2-1 (b). There are a number of 

advantages in indirect detection compared t o  direct detection, such as 

higher signal size, lower fabrication cost and time, lower bias operation 

znd no stress problem. But this scheme has the disadvantages of a slower 

signal response, which is a function of the scintillator used, and poorer 

spatial resolution, due t o  the light spread in the scintillator. The thickness 

of the scintillator is 100 - 400 p m  for x-ray detection and a few millimeters 

for y-ray detection. [8,12] Choice of the scintillator depends on specific 

requirements of detection such as signal size, speed and spatial resolution. 



There are many candidates of scintillator which can coupled t o  a-Si:H 
photodiodes. These include CsI(Tl), CsI(Na), CdWO4, . ZnS(Ni) and 

Gd202S:Tb (Kodak Lanex screen). Among these, CsI(T1) has drawn much 

attention due to  its high light yield (-52,000 photondl MeV absorbed energy) 

and a good emission spectrum that matches the a-Si:H photodiode quantum 

efficiency.[13,14] The emission spectrum of CsI(Tl) is compared with that 
of CsI(Na) and the quantum efficiency of a-Si:H photodiode in Fig. 2-2-1143 

As the light yield of CsI(T1) is high, the signal size eom an a-Si:H p-i-n 

diode coupled to  CsI(T1) is higher than that eom the p-i-n diode alone, as 

shown in Fig. 2-3.[141 

1.2 

1 

n 
’c) 

0.8 .- - 
m 

0 
i? 
c 0.6 Y 

0.2 

0 

Fig. 2-2 

1 I I I I I I 
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1.2 
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0.6 E 

0.4 6 
3 
c la 
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0.2 

0 
300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 

Wave Length (nm) 

Emission spectra of CsI(TI) and CsI(Na), and the 
quantum efficiency spectrum of a-Si:H photo- 
diodes. [14] 
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Fig. 2-3 Pulse height spectra obtained with a-Si:H 
photodiode alone and a-Si:H photodiode with 
CsI(T1). "he thickness of a-Si:H p-i-n diode is 10 pm 
and the thickness of CsI(T1) is 233 p. 2 psec of 
x-ray pulse was used as a radiation source and the 
total radiation energy was -22 MeV.1141 

2.2 RadiationDetection System 

A conventional radiation detection system used with crystalline 

detectors[l5] can also be used with a-Si:H radiation detectors, and is shown 

in Fig. 2-4. It consists of a low noise charge sensitive preamplifier, a 

shaping amplifier and a pulse height analyzer. The charge sensitive 

preamplifier receives the signal from the detector and produces a voltage 

output which is given by Vo = Q&, where &d is the charge collected by the 

detector and C, is the feedback capacitance of the charge sensitive 

preamplifier. This relationship is based on a large open loop gain of the 

charge sensitive amplifier. The shaping amplifier is composed of CR-(RC)= 
15 



Fig. 2-4 Schematic diagram of a typical radiation detection 
system used with semiconductor radiation 
detectors. 

network and produces a Gaussian pulse shape whose peak amplitude is 

proportional to  the preamplifier output voltage. 

2.3 Properties of a-SiSp-i-nDetectors 

There are several parameters which determine the performance of 

a-Si:H p-i-n diode as a radiation detector. These include mobility-lifetime 

product and ionized dangling bond density, which are briefly discussed in 

the following subsections. 

intensively discussed in the literature.[3,16,17] 

Details on these material properties are 
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2.3.1 Mobility-IZethe Product 

The mobility-lifetime product (pd z) of intrinsic a-Si:H determines the 

collection efficiency of the a-Si:H p-i-n detector, since the mean free path Z of. 

a charge carrier is given by 

where V is .the applied reverse bias and d is the thickness of the i-layer. 

Charge collection is complete when I >> d, otherwise full collection is not 

possible. It is worth mentioning that the mobility and lifetime we consider 

here are the drift mobility and the total lifetime for deep trapping,[3] which 

are sometimes confused with the microscopic mobility and recombination 

lifetime obtained from steady state photoconductivity measurement. [16] 

The p d z  values of electrons and holes in good quality intrinsic a-Si:H are 

- 1 x cm2N and - 2 x lo-* cm2/V, respectively. The value of &2 is 

obtained -&om a time-of-flight (TOF) measurement. In a TOF experiment, a 

short light pulse of  a strongly absorbed wavelength is incident on one side of 
the p-i-n diode under a condition of uniform electric field, and the charge 

carriers which drift across the sample along the electric field are 

measured. Due to deep trapping the collected charge Q is less than the 

initial light-generated charge Q o ,  and is given by the famous Hecht 

equation: 

From the measured dependence of Q and V the value of is calculated. 
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An experimental system for the TOF measurement is schematically 

shown in Fig. 2-5. The pulse generator controls both the high voltage 
pulser and the N2 laser with a slow repetition rate (< 1 Hz) in order to  

provide the sample with sufficient time for relaxation. In order that there 

be a uniform electric field in the sample when it is exposed to the laser 

light, the bias must be applied shortly before the light exposure so that the 

sample is not depleted. It takes usually more than 200 sec for full depletion 

at room temperature, but the initial depletion process is fast.[18] Hence, to  

ensure that little depletion occurs during the time interval between the 

onset of the bias and laser light exposure, the interval must be as short as 

possible. However, this time interval must be long enough to avoid the 

influence of RC transients on the measured signal. The time interval is 

controlled by the delay and is 50 - 200 psec. A dye laser is used t o  control 

the wavelength of the light (-550 nm) incident on the sample and a neutral 

optical attenuator is used to  control the light intensity. The light intensity 

should be low enough to avoid the distortion of the electric field by the photo- 

induced charge. The photodiode which is located between the dye laser and 

the optical attenuator detects the laser light and triggers the oscilloscope. 

The photo-induced signal from the a-Si:H sample is amplified and read by 

an oscilloscope which is connected to a PC for data analyses. 

An electron Q-V plot of a 27 pm thick a-Si:H p-i-n diode obtained from 

a TOF measurement is shown in Fig. 2-6 as an example.[l9] It shows an 

electron pd z vdue of 9.7 x cm2N. 
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Fig. 2-5 Schematic diagram of time-of-flight experimental 

system. 
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Fig. 2-6 A typical Q-V plot obtained from an electron TOF 
measurement. [ 191 
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2.3.2 Ionized Dangling Bond Density 

Good quality a-Si:H generally has a dangling bond density (defect 

density) of 1015 - 10l6 ~ r n - ~ .  When .a reverse bias is applied on the a-Si:H 

p-i-n diode, about 30% of the dangling bonds in the i-region release electrons 

and become positively ionized .[17] This process is called depletion and the 

required bias Vf for the Ml depletion of the i-region is proportional to  the 

ionized dangling bond density Nd* and can be expressed as 

where q is the charge of an electron, d is the thickness of the i-region and 

is the dielectric constant of a-Si:H. The a-Si:H p-i-n detectors with lower 

Nd*, therefore, need lower operating bias and have less problem with the 

high electric field at the p-i interface. The value of Nd* can  be obtained from 
the hole-onset measurement. In hole-onset measurement, a short pulse of 

strongly absorbing light is incident on the n-i interface under a dc reverse 

biased condition. When the bias is lower than the full depletion bias V', the 

electric field at the n-i interface is zero and the holes generated by the light 

cannot drift t o  the p-side, hence no signal is observed. When the bias is 

equal to  or higher than Vf, the photo-induced holes can be collected as they 

drift along the electric field which is present across the whole region of the 

i-layer. Therefore, Nd* can be calculated from the measured Vf using 

Eq. (2-3). A typical result of the-hole-onset measurement on the a-Si:H p-i-n 

diode is shown in Fig. 2-7, which shows Vf = 57 V and corresponding 

N ~ *  = 4 x 1014 cm-3. 
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Fig. 2-7 Collected hole signal as a function of applied bias 
from a 14 pm thick p-i-n diode. Full depletion 
occurs at about 57 V. 

2.4 Signal Generation in a-SB p-i-n Detectors 

2.4.1 Surface Generation 

a) P-side Generation 

When a point charge q moves a distance Ax: during A t  along the 

electric field in the i-region of the a-Si:H p-i-n detector whose thickness is d, 

it induces current i = q/d.Ax/At in the external circuit.[20] Consider a 

certain amount of charge qo which is generated at x: = 0 (p-i interface). In 

this case, the signal is carried by electron transport only since the transit 

distance of holes is nearly zero. During the transit across the detector the 
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number of electrons decreases due t o  deep trapping. Therefore, the 

remaining charge q(t) at a certain time t, which is less than the transit 
time, is 

where re is the total lifetime of an electron for deep trapping which can be 

obtained from the TOF experiment as discussed in Section 2.3.1. The 

induced current i(t) is thengiven by 

where E(x) is the position dependent electric field. The collected signal 

charge Qsig can be calculated by integrating Eq. (2-5) over either a 
measurement time t ,  or the transit time t, whichever is shorter. When the 

electric field E(x) is uniform such as in TOF experiment, Qsig can be 

obtained from the Hecht equation. In actual operation of a-Si:H p-i-n 

detectors with a dc bias, the electric field is not uniform due to  the positive 

space charge, and the expression of Qsig is different whether the detector is 

fully depleted or not. In the case of partial depletion,[l9] 

where a, and I l p ,  are the electron characteristic times defined by 



and A is the ratio of the depletion width to the diode thickness, 

a = -  - . 

When the detector is fully depleted, 

where t* is the shorter one of tm or tr. 

b) N-side Generation 

This is the case when a strongly absorbing light pulse is incident on . 
the n-side of the p-i-n diode as in the hole-onset experiment, and the signal 

is formed by hole transport. 

i) Partial depletion 

When the diode is not fully depleted, the holes generated in the n-i 

interface region cannot move because no electric field exist in that region, 

as discussed in Section 2.3.2. Therefore, no signal charge is collected. 

ii) Full depletion 

By the similar procedure as in the case of p-side generation, the 

collected signal charge is[191 

(2-10) 
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where 

(2-11) 

pdh is the hole drift mobility, is the hole deep trapping and it* is the shorter 

one of the measurement time o r  the transit time. The measured collection 

efficiency (Qsiglqo) of electrons and holes in the case of surface generation is 

shown in Fig. 2-8 together with the calculated results using the above 

equations.[19] It is shown in the graph that the hole signal becomes 

noticeable at a reverse bias of -350 V which is the full depletion bias of this 

27 jm thick p-i-n diode. 

7.2 

1 

0.2 

Fig. 2-8 

Electron 1 

0 100 200 300 400 

Bias (v) 

500 600 700 

Collection efficiencies of electrons and holes in the 
case of surface generation of charge carriers. Solid 
circles represent measurements and curves 
represent calculations. [19] 
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2.4.2 Uniform Generation 

When the photo-induced charge is uniform across the diode, both 

electrons and holes contribute to  the signal fo'rmation. For each type of 

carrier the induced current can be obtained by integrating the expression in 

Eq. (2-5) over the whole thickness of the i-region, and the signal charge is 

obtained by an integration of this current over the measurement time. 

ii) 

Partial depletion 

Full depletion 

(2-12) 

(2-13) 

The collection efficiencies for the uniform generation case are shown in 
Fig. 2-9 as a function of reverse bias.1191 

compared with the measurements. 

The calculated results are 
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Fig. 2-9 Collection efficiencies in the case of uniform 
generation of charge carriers. Solid circles 
represent measured total collection efficiency and 
curves represent calculations. [19] 

X-Ray Imaging with a-Si33 Detector Arrays 

Utilizing the advantage of large area fabrication, a-Si:H has recently 

been investigated for x-ray imaging.[21-30] The imaging arrays made from 

a-Si:H may replace the x-ray films or image intensifying tubes in 

radiography. The images obtained by a-Si:H arrays are digital images, 

hence have many advantages over the conventional x-ray films, such as 

digital image processing, computer storage and communication through 

PACS. It was also reported that using a-Si:H imaging arrays tomographic 

imaging was possible. E241 
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A-Si:H x-ray imaging arrays developed so  far use the indirect 

detection scheme which is described in Section 2.1.2. Fig. 2-10 (a) and (b) 

show the schematic diagram of a-Si:H x-ray imaging array structure and 

. .  :.: :....-, . . . . . . . .  . I .  

.. . .  . .'. .~ . ..,: .:' :.. .: ; , I. . .. I 

...... . , .:. ; . :' 
. , . 1.. .., ~ . .  ' .  . .  . .  

I ,  
. .  
. . .  : ..' Csl(TI) -300prn thick .:. .:j ...... .; ............ ~. . . . .  ........ . . .  1. _. . , ? :.. ~ ... .. . . . . .  . - I. ....... . -  --. . . .  . . . . . .  .,, 1 

. .  
, .. , _ ,  . ,Transparent contact (ITO) 

p type a-Si:H -50nm 
i type a-Si:H -1 pm 

n type a-Si:H -50nm 
' Metal contact (Cr) 

Substrate TFT switches and 
other readout electronics 

I I Bias Line 

Photodetector 

L L 

Gate Line 

1 1 Signal Line I 

i I 

Fig.2-10 Schematic diagrams of (a) a-Si:H detector array 
structure and (b) readout electronics for x-ray 
imaging. Four  pixels are shown in (a), and nine 
pixels are drawn in (b). 
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readout electronics. Each pixel is composed of a thin (- 1 pm) a-Si:H p-i-n 

photodiode, and is connected to a switching TFT which can be made of 

either a-Si:H or polycrystalline silicon. The gate contact of the switching 

TFTs along a row are connected to  a common gate line, and the drain 

contact of the TFTs along a column are connected t o  a common signal line. 

The gate pulse generator applies a sequential pulse to  the TFTs in a row, 

and the addressed a-Si:H p-i-n photodiodes send the stored signal charge to 

an external multi-signal processor through TFTs and signal lines in a row. 

The photodiodes in other rows which have not addressed yet retain the 

signal charge until they are addressed by a gate pulse generator. The 

signal charge is stored on the pixel by the intrinsic capacitance of the 

photodiode and the off-resistance of the TFT. The actual a-Si:H imaging 

array developed by Xerox company for x-ray imaging is shown in 

Fig. 2-11,[27] and diagnostic x-ray images obtained with this array in 

conjunction with a Kodak Lanex Fast B screen (Gd202S:Tb) are shown in 

Fig. 2-12.[23,26] The array is composed of 512x560 pixels of a-Si:H p-i-n 

photodiodes and a-Si:H TFTs with a pixel pitch of 450 - .  p. 

There are a few characteristics which represent the performance of 

These include linearity of pixel a-Si:H based x-ray imaging arrays. 

response, image lag, frame rate and noise, which determine the operation 

conditions of the imaging arrays. The linearity of the pixels has been 

shown to be good ( within -1%) at -low signal levels, and as the operation 

bias increases the fraction of linear signal range increases up to  more than 

85% of the fidl simal range.[28] Image lag and frame rate are influenced 

by the characteristics of charge transfer during readout. Image lag is due 
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a 

Fig. 2-11 Picture of an x-ray imaging array based on a-Si:H 
p-i-n photodiodes and a-SkH TFTs made by Xerox. 
The pixel pitch is 450 -pm. Signal lines run 
vertically over the left-hand side of the pixels and 
the gate lines run horizontally over the top side of 
pixels. A TFT is fabricated on the top side of each 
pixel. The vertical lines over the right-hand side of 
the pixels are for biasing.[27] 

to  incomplete charge transfer from the photodiodes to  the external circuit 

and/or slow release of trapped charge in the photodiodes. The image lag 

increases as the light intensity increases, and decreases as the operation 

bias increases.[271 High frame rate also reduces the image lag.[29] The 

frame rate is limited by various factors such as array size, operation voltage 

and pixel reinitialization properties. A theoretical value of 30 fps (frame 
per second) was achieved for pixel arrays with 30x30 cm2 area and 100 pm 

pixel pitch.[29] The dominant noise source of imaging arrays is the 

thermal noise due to  the on-state resistance of the switching TFT. The l/f 

noise and shot noise from a-Si:H p-i-n diode can be neglected since the dark 



Fig. 2-12 diagnostic x-ray images obtained with the a-Si:H 
x-ray imaging arrays shown in-Fig. 2-11. X-ray 
irradiation conditions were 65 - 75 kVp and 0.75 - 
10 mAsec. The a-Si:H imaging array in Fig. 2-11 
was used in conjunction with a Kodak Lanex Fast 
B screen (Gd202S:Tb).[23,261 

current level of the pixels is low during the operation.[30] The TFT thermal 

noise is approximately proportional to  the square root of the photodiode 

capacitance, and from an array with 450 pm pixel pitch about 6,000 

electrons rms of noise level was measured.[27] In Table 2-1, design 

specifications and performance characteristics of a-Si:H based x-ray 

imaging arrays made by Xerox company are listed.[27] 



Table 2-1 Examples of design specifications and performance 
characteristics of large area x-ray imaging arrays 
based on a-Si:H which were manufactured * by 
Xerox. [27] 

~ 

1992 1994 

Design specii5cations 

Number of pixels 

Pixel pitch 
Array dimension 

512 x 560 

450 prn 
23.0 x 25.2 cm2 

1536 x 1920 

127 p 
19.5 x 24.4 cm2 

240 x 15 pm2 20x11p2 TFT dimension 
(width x length) 

Perforpame chcteristics 

Linearity within- 1% within - 1% 

Image lag < 5% c 5% 

Maximum frame rate - 20fps 10 - 30 fps 

Pixel noise - 1.0E < 0.25 E 

Dynamic Range - 50,000 > 10,000 
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Chapter 3 a-SkHBased Gamma Camera 

3.1 Introduction 

In parallel with x-ray imaging of human anatomy, imaging 
physiological function using radiation emanating from inside the human 

body has become a useful method in clinical diagnosis of human disease. 

In radioisotope imaging the diskibution of radionuclide-labeled agents, 

known as radiopharmaceuticals, is measured using an imaging 

instrument which is.called a gamma camera. Fig. 3-1 shows a schematic 

view of radioisotope imaging technique and a planar scintigraphy of 

normal thyroid function obtained by use of a gamma camerarl] is shown in 

Fig. 3-2. In the following, the structure and operation principles of the 

conventional gamma camera is briefly described. 

Image Display 
Monitor 

Radiop hamaceutical 9. 
Fig. 3-1 Schematic view of radioisotope imaging technique. 
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Fig. 3-2 Scintigraphy of a normally finctioning thyroid 
gland using 99mTc. 

A conventional gamma camera consists of a multihole collimator, 

NaI(T1) crystal as a scintillator, light guides, hexagonal array of 

photomultipliers and electronics for position encoding and pulse-height 

analysis as shown in Fig. 3-3. The whole is shielded by a lead container in 

order to minimize background which is due to the radiation which comes 

from outside the field of view of the camera. 

Fig. 3-3 The basic components of a conventional gamma 
camera. A gamma camera provides information of 
the position of y event in the NaI(T1) crystal (x,y) and 
the y energy (z). 
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The purpose of a collimator is to  allow y-rays originating from a 

selected area of an organ to reach a selected area of the camera. Thus a 

collimator establishes a one to one correspondence between different 

locations on the camera and those within the organ. The collimator also 

defines the geometrical field of view of the camera and essentially 

determines both the spatial resolution and sensitivity of the camera. Four 

types of collimators have been used with gamma cameras: pinhole, parallel 

hole, converging and diverging collim'ators. The choice of a particular type 

of collimator is basically determined by the size of the body region t o  be 

imaged and the desired resolution. For imaging organs which are similar 

in size t o  that of the camera, parallel hole collimators produce best images. 

For organs whose size is larger than that of the camera, diverging 

collimators are preferred. Converging collimators and pinhole collimators 

are appropriate for imaging small organs. Many of the gamma cameras in 

use have a large-area single crystal NaI(T1) as a scintillator. This 

scintillator emits a visible light spectrum with a emission peak of 415 nm, 

which matches well the photon response spectrum of the photocathodes in 

bialkali photo-multipliers. Due to the high refractive index of NaI(Tl) (1.85) 

a light guide is usually used for good light transmission &om NaI(Tl> to the 

photomultipliers. It is a transparent plastic with a refractive index close to 

that of NaI(T1) and shaped t o  match the shape of the photomultiplier 

cathode. The photomultipliers are closely packed in. the form of a 

hexagonal array containing 7, 19, 37, 61, and so on  as shown in Fig. 3-4. 

The light from the crystal is divided among the hexagonal arrays of 

photomultiplier tubes. The position encoding electronics determines the 

position of the event in the scintillator by a centroid calculation which is 
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Fig. 3-4 

.X 

The hexagonal arrangement of 61 
array in a typical gamma camera. 

photomultiplier 

sometimes referred to as 'Anger logic'.[21 The estimate of the x and y 

coordinates of the event, x̂  and 9, are given by 

and 

where x i  and yi are the x and y coordinates of the center of the 

photomultipliers and, ni and nj are the number of light photon counts or 

the pulse amplitudes in each photomultiplier. The intrinsic spatial 

resolution of the camera is determined by the accuracy of the position 

computation rather than the number of discrete detectors and is limited by 

the counting statistics of the number of light photons at each 

photomultiplier, hence is a function of the y-ray energy. Generally this 

resolution is proportional to  l / f i ,  where E is the y-ray energy.[3] The 
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intrinsic resolution of modern gamma cameras is typically 3-4 mm.[1] The 

z-signal, which is proportional to the total amoxint of light produced by a 

scintillation event in the crystal, hence is proportional to  y energy, is 

obtained by summing all the output signals from each photomultiplier, and 

is sent to the pulse height analyzer for energy selection to achieve scatter 

rejection. If the pulse height of the z-signal fails t o  fall within prescribed 

limits for the y-ray energy of the isotope used, the pulse is rejected. 

In the following sections conceptual design of a-Si:H based gamma 

cameras and Monte Carlo simulations on these devices, in order t o  

investigate their feasibility, are described. Experimental results with the 

test devices for the a-Si:H based gamma camera are discussed in Chapter 4. 

3.2 a-SkEI Based Gamma Cameras 

Using similar technologies of a-Si:H imaging arrays developed for 

x-ray imaging as discussed in Chapter 2, radioisotope imaging in nuclear 

medicine with a-Si:H detector arrays may be possible. The proposed 

cameras would have a similar detection scheme except that the 

photomultiplier array and position encoding circuitry are replaced by a 2-D 

pixel photodetector array made of a-Si:H and thin film transistor (TFT) 

readout circuitry(Fig. 3-5). [4] The photodetector array and readout circuitry 

can be built on the same substrate and the thickness is a few mm at most, 

hence this camera would have less volume and weight than a conventional 

gamma camera. 



Conventional Using a-Si:H 

I 
a-Si:H detector 

electronics ' 

Photomultiplier and readout 

Position/ 
pulse-height module 

Fig. 3-5 Schematic diagram showing different structures of 
a conventional gamma camera and an a-Si:H based 
gamma camera. The a-Si:H parts in the a-Si:H 
based gamma camera replace the photomultiplier 
array and position sensing electronics in a 
conventional gamma camera. 

The main role of the photomultipliers in conventional gamma 

cameras is to  achieve a high signal from a single event in a scintillator 
crystal by means of the gain mechanism inside the tubes. An a-Si:H based 

gamma camera also needs a method to  increase the signal from the 

scintillator up to  a measurable size, othe&se, the signal from a single 

event would be embedded in the noise. There are two different methods to 

solve this problem. One is t o  build an amplifier under each pixel 

photodetector so that the signal from the pixel detector is amplified such as 

in the photomultiplier tube (Type A). The other is to  store the signal from 

each event on a pixel itself by use of an additional storage capacitor attached 

to the photodetector until the accumulated signal is big enough to  be 

measured (Type B). The structures and operation schemes of these two 

types of a-Si:H based gamma camera are discussed in the following two 

subsections. 



3.2.1 -A: a-SiiE€Photodetecfm withPixelAmpHier 

a) Structure 

The structure of the type A camera is shown in Fig. 3-6. The same 

collimators for the conventional gamma cameras can also be used in a-Si:H 

based camera. As a scintillator CsI(T1) is a good choice since it is the most 

appropriate with a-Si:H photodetectors as discussed in Chapter 2. The only 

difference in CsI(T1) for x-ray imaging and y-ray imaging is its thickness. 

In x-ray imaging, such as mammography, the spatial resolution is 

important so the scintillator should be thin enough t o  minimize the light 

spread inside the scintillator. Some of the x-rays, in this case, will be lost by 
penetrating the thin scintillator, but as the x-ray photons are incident in a 

form of a flux the signal size is big enough and the sensitivity of the 
scintillator is not a big problem. In y-ray imaging, however, we have to 

collect a signal from a single event of y-ray in the scintillator, hence the 

- Parallel hole collimator 

Transparent IT0 
p type a-Si:H 
i type a-Si:H 
n type a-Si:H 
Cr 
poli-Si Preamp and 
readout electronics 

Fig. 3-6 Cross sectional diagram 'of type A a-Si:H gamma 
camera. 5 pixels of a-Si:H photodetectors are 
shown. Drawing scale is arbitrary. 
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scintillator should be thick enough not t o  miss the incoming single y-ray. 

The intrinsic spatial resolution, of course, is worse than the case of x-ray 

imaging due to increased light spread in the scintillator, but as the total 

spatial resolution is mainly determined by the collimator, thicker 

scintillators than those in x-ray imaging devices can be used unless it 

affects the total spatial resolution significantly. Nevertheless, for a higher 

intrinsic spatial resolution, the scintillating crystal can be segmented and 

the gaps filled with light reflecting or absorbing material. The effect of the 

scintillator thickness on spatial resolution will be discussed in detail in 

Section 3.3. The structure of the photodetector is the same as in the x-ray 

imaging array, that is, an a-Si:H p-i-n photodiode with transparent top 

contact and metal layer for a bottom contact. The thickness of the intrinsic 

layer is -1 p, which is thick enough to absorb -96% of the light incident on 

the photodiode. [5] 

Each pixel of the a-Si:H photodetector is connected to the input node of 

a charge-sensitive pixel amplifier. This pixel amplifier is built beneath 

each photodetector so that the photodetector can have high fill factor on  the 

imaging area. The constraints on the design of the pixel amplifier are as 

follows: (a) size of the amplifier should fit that of the pixel photodetector, (b) 

moderate gain in order to  avoid external pickup or cross-talk when the 

signal is sent through a long data line, (c) sufficient bandwidth for the fast 
rise time of the input current from the photodetector, (d) low noise in order 

to achieve maximum signal to  noise ratio, (e) fast readout speed to avoid 

pulse file up, (f) low power dissipation and (g) simple circuit for low cost 

fabrication and high reliability. In order to satisfy these limits, poly silicon 

is the best choice because it-can be made o n  a large area as a-Si:H and has 
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better electronic characteristics than a-Si:H. For example, poly-Si TFT has 

a higher field effect mobility and lower threshold voltage than a-Si TFT. It 

has been found that a-Si:H TFTs cannot be used in making amplifiers due 

to its severe threshold voltage shift.[6,7] Polysilicon is composed of small 

crystalline silicon grains (5 nm - 5 pm>.[8] It can be deposited on a 

substrate at a deposition temperature higher than 6OO0C, or can be made 

from amorphous silicon by high-temperature (600 - 900OC) thermal 

annealing o r  by laser-annealing. [9} Its electronic properties are worse 

than those of  crystalline silicon but better than those of a-Si:H. Polysilicon 

is widely used in MOS integrated circuits usually for electrodes.[lO] Also 

poly-Si TFTs have been investigated for applications to large-area 

electronics such as in LCD panels.[ll] Fig. 3-7 shows a circuit diagram of 

the pixel amplifier based on poli-Si TFT technology. This pixel amplifier is 

composed of three staged71 The first stage is a low-noise charge sensitive 

amplifier which integrates the current signal from a photodetector and 

produces output signal as a voltage which is proportional to the charge 

generated in the photodetector. The second stage is a voltage amplifier for 

an additional gain and the final stage is a source follower output stage 

which sends an amplified signal through X and Y output data lines. A 
prototype pixel amplifier,[7] had a noise level of about 1,040 electrons, 

mainly due to l/f noise, a dc gain of 110-150 and gain-bandwidth product of 

300 MHz. The dynamic range of this amplifier was -48 dl3. Hence, poli-Si 

TFT technology may provide a low noise charge sensitive pixel amplifier. 

The field effect mobility of the poli-Si TFTs used in this prototype pixel 

amplifier was -90 cm2Nsec, however, a new poli-Si TFT fabrication 

technology was developed recently using multishot excimer laser 

annealing at a low process temperature (c 6OO0C), and a high field effect 
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Fig. 3-7 Schematic circuit diagram of the poly-Si CMOS 
charge sensitive pixel amplifier for type A a-Si:H 
based gamma camera. Nodes 1-5 are for biasing. 

mobility of 440 cm2Nsec was reported.[12] Using this technology, smaller 

pixel amplifiers with higher gain, faster charge transfer and lower noise 

are expected in the near future. 

Operation and Readout Scheme 

The type A a-Si:H based gamma camera would be operated in event- 

by-event collection mode. With this mode the general operation scheme of 

the camera is similar to that of the conventional camera. The position of 

the interaction and the deposited energy in the scintillator can  be obtained 

for each event. The readout electronics are shown in Fig. 3-8. Whenever a 
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Fig. 3-8 Schematic diagram of a-Si:H pixel photodetector 
array with readout electronic circuitry of type A a- 
Si:H based gamma camera. Each pixel has a built- 
in amplifier made of poly-Si TFTs. This camera is 
operated in event-by-event collection mode. 

y-ray is absorbed in the scintillator several a-Si:H photodetectors are 

exposed to the visible light generated in the scintillator and these pixel 

detectors will produce signal distributions in both the X and Y signal output 

lines. Then the multi-signal processing IC outside the array determines 

the pixel position which corresponds t o  the maximum signal in both the X 
and Y directions, which is the position of the y event in the scintillator. As 

the camera is composed of small pixel detectors on a flat surface, the 

position computation is much simpler than the conventional gamma 

camera. 

Also there would be little nonlinearity effect in the obtained image. 

The image nonlinearity is one of the basic problems in the conventional 

gamma cameras which use photomultipliers and position encoding 

electronics. This is due to  the nonlinearity of X and Y position signals with 
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displacement distance of a y source across the face of the photomultiplier 

and generally produce pincushion o r  barrel distortion.[3] But in the a-Si:H 

based gamma camera the whole pixel detector array is made at the same 

time in a single deposition chamber, therefore, the light collection efficiency 

would be fairly uniform and the X and Y position signals would be linear 

with the displacement distance of a y source across the surface of the 

detector array. As in the conventional gamma camera, the energy of the 
pray which is absorbed in the scintillator of the type A a-Si:H based gamma 

camera is obtained by summing up all the signals in both the X and Y 

directions. This energy information is then sent t o  a pulse height analyzer, 

and if it falls within a predetermined energy range the event is recorded, 

otherwise it is rejected. 

The type A a-Si:H based gamma camera would have some 

advantages over the conventional gamma cameras as stated above. But this 

camera would require an amplifier fo r  each pixel, which makes the 

fabrication process complicated and also the cost high even with a simple 

circuit design. In terms of fabrication process, the type B camera which is 

described in the following section is much better than type A because it does 

not need a pixel amplifier but only an additional capacitor in each pixel. 

3.2.2 Type B: a - S S  Photodetector with Storage Capacitor 

Structure 

As the type B a-Si:H based gamma camera needs only an additional 

storage capacitor in each pixel, its structure would be as simple as shown 
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in Fig. 3-9. The storage capacitor is composed of metal, insulator and 

metal, where silicon dioxide or silicon nitride can be used as the insulator. 

The other configuration of the camera is the same as the type A camera 

except that no pixel amplifiers are provided. The operation scheme, hence 

the readout electronics, are different fi-om the type A camera. 
I 

b) Operation and Readout Scheme I 

The type B a-Si:H based gamma camera would be operated in an 

integration mode, which means that the signal from each y-ray interaction 

in the scintillator is collected by the photodetector and stored on the storage 

capacitor until the end of the y scan.[5] Even a simple p-i-n photodetector 

without the storage capacitor can be operated in an integration mode. In 

this case, the signal generated in the p-i-n photodetector during the 

Parallel hole collimator 
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Fig.3-9 Cross sectional diagram of type B a-Si:H based 
gamma camera which is simpler than type A 
camera. 5 pixels are shown and the drawing scale 
is arbitrary. 



imaging period is collected by the internal field of the photodetector and 

stored on the photodetector itself by its intrinsic capacitance and the OFF- 
resistance of the TFT switch which is connected to  the photodetector. By 
closing the TFT switch after the integration, the signal charge is read out. 

With an ordinary p-i-n photodetector, however, the signal charge decays 

exponentially with time during the integration period. This - charge loss is 

due to the leakage through the photodetector and OFF-state TFT switch 

because of their finite resistance. The charge loss can be reduced by 

making the TFT smaller and lowering the temperature. With p-i-n 

photodetector only, decay constants of a few tens of seconds with the 

photodetector capacitance of 10-100 pF and 'y-ray imaging with 20 sec 

integration time were reported.[13,14li Therefore, for a y scan of 3 min with 

a 1 mm x 1 mm x 1 pm (105 pF) p-i-n photodetector alone, 9 successive 

readouts with 20 sec integration period would be needed. With an addition 

of the storage capacitor to  the normal p-i-n a-Si:H photodetector, there is no 

need to successively read out the signal charge because there is no leakage 

of charge as it is blocked by the insulator. But thermally generated dark 

current in the p-i-n photodetector would also be collected and integrated on 

the storage capacitor. [5] This thermally generated background charge can 

be measured separately for a given integration period and subtracted from 

the measured total signal. If the thermal generation current is too high, 

however, the background charge will dominate the signal charge and 

saturate the storage capacitor, therefore the signal charge cannot be stored 

with full efficiency. The thermal generation current, however, can be 

reduced significantly by lowering the ambient temperature. The effect of 

the temperature on the thermal generation current is discussed in detail in 

Chapter 4, where the experimental results with test devices of the type B 
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a-Si:H based gamma camera in an integration mode are also discussed. 

With the type B a-Si:H based gamma camera, 3 min of integration time can 

be achieved as discussed in Chapter 4. 

A schematic diagram of readout electronics for the type B camera is 

shown in Fig. 3-10. Each pixel, which is composed of a-Si:H p-i-n 

photodetector and a storage capacitor, is connected to a TFT switch. The 

TFT switch can be made of either a-Si:H or poly-Si. a Poly-Si TFT is, of 

course, faster than a-Si:H TFT because the field effect mobility is higherJl51 

but at the end of the y scan only one readout fkom each pixel is needed, so 

a-Si:H TFT can also be used. The advantage of the a-Si:H TFT over the poli- 

Si TFT is that it can be made laterally at the same level with the p-i-n 

photodetector, while poli-Si TFT should be made first and the p-i-n 

photodetector then deposited on top of the poli-Si TFT. The fabrication 

I 1 I Bias line 

I I I Signal line 1 ' -  1 
Multi-signal processing IC 

Fig. 3-10 Schematic diagram of readout electronics in type B 
a-Si:H based gamma camera. There are n o  pixel 
amplifiers like the type A camera, instead a simple 
TFT switch is connected to each pixel and this 
switch is operated by the gate pulse generator. 



process of an a-Si:H photodetector and TFT switch is, therefore, simpler 

than an a-Si:H photodetector and poli-Si TFT fabrication. Laterally made 

a-Si:H TFTs have been successfully used in a-Si:H optical and x-ray 

imaging arrays.[16-19] If a high fill factor of the photodetector array is 

needed, fabrication of the poli-Si TFT readout electronics beneath the 

photodetector array would be an appropriate choice. 

The readout scheme would be, basically, the same as in the x-ray 

imaging. After the whole y scan, the gate pulse generator triggers the TFT 

switches row by row and the stored signal charge is sequentially sent to the 

signal processing unit outside the detector array. 

As the signal charge is accumulated on a storage capacitor in each 

pixel, no information of the signal can be obtained until the end of the y scan 

period. Moreover, the pixel cannot distinguish the true signal (y-ray which 

did not interact inside the patient's body) fkom the false signal (y-ray which 

had a single o r  many Compton scatterings inside the patient's body). 

Hence, the storage capacitor will store both the true and false signal 
charge. As the history of the signal charge o n  a certain pixel is unknown, 

scattering rejection with a pulse height analyzer is impossible. This is the 

primary disadvantage of the type B camera, although its structure and 

operation scheme is simple. The images obtained will be more blurred 

than the images with the conventional gamma camera or the type A a-Si:H 

based gamma camera due to the scattered y-rays inside the patient's body. 

If, however, the b l k n g  characteristics are known and the effect is not  too 

severe, the image may be restored by appropriate image processing. 

Wiener filtering is one of the methods for this purpose, and the image 

restoration of simulated images using this filter is described in Section 3.5. 



3.3 Monte Carlo Simulations 

Gamma Cameras based on  a-Si:H imaging technology have not been 

made yet. Therefore, in order t o  predict their performance .as gamma 

cameras and test their feasibility, Monte Carlo simulation codes were made 

using Fortran 77. The performance of the type A a-Si:H based gamma 

camera which was described in the Section 3.2.1 would be similar to  that of 

the conventional gamma cameras, hence most of the simulations were 

concentrated on obtaining the characteristics of the type B a-Si:H based 

gamma camera which would be operated in the integration mode. 

3.3.1 Materials Used in the Simulations 

a) Phantom 

As the density of the human body is somewhat similar to  that of 

water, water was used as a phantom material in the simulations. Water is 

frequently used to  replace the human body in many simulations and the 

attenuation coefficients for photons in water are easily available. They are 

plotted in Fig. 3-11 for the photon energy range of 10 keV to 150 keV. 

Radioisotopes 

As radiation sources 9 9 m T ~  and 201T1 which emit y-rays with the 

energy of 140 keV and 70 keV, respectively, were used. These are 

conventional isotopes for cardiac imaging in nuclear medicine. 99mTc is 

produced in the p' decay of "MO. As it is in the metastable state it decays to  
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Fig. 3-11 Linear attenuation coefficients of photons in water. 
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the ground state by isomeric transition, emitting a 140 keV y photon, and 

has'a half-life of 6 hours. 99mTc is the most widely used radionuclide 

generator produced radioisotope. "'Tl is produced by charge particle 

bombardment. When 203Tl is bombarded with proton it becomes 201Pb 

emitting three neutrons. This 201Pb decays to 201Tl mostly by electron 

capture (>99%), and 201Tl decays to  the ground state, emitting a -70 keV 

y-ray with a half-life of 73 hours.[20] The characteristics of these two 

radionuclides are summarized in Table 3-1. 
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Collimator 

A parallel-hole collimator was assumed and, in order t o  save 

calculation time, the spatial resolution data of one of the commercially 



Table 3-1 ProDerties of 99mTc and 201T1 
y-ray energy Mode of Half-life Production 

(keV) decay (hours) method Isotope 

Radionuclide 
generator 6 Isomeric 

transition 99mTc 140 

Proton 
bombardment 

Electron 
201n 70 capture - 73 

available collimators[26] were used to select the y photons with right 

directions rather than Monte Carlo calculations of the photon trajectories 

in the collimator. Details are described in Section 3.3.2 b). 

Scintillator 

As discussed in the previous sections CsI(T1) is the best choice for a 

scintillator coupled t o  a-Si:H photodetectors. In the simulations un- 

segmented CsI(T1) crystal was assumed. The attenuation coefficient data 

for y photons in CsI(T1) is plotted in Fig. 3-12. The visible light yield from 

CsI(T1) was assumed to be 5.2 x lo4 photons/l MeV deposited-energy, on 

average, and the angular distribution to be isotropic.[21] 

a-Si:H Pixel Photodetector Array 

As the photodetector array, the pixel photodetector configuration in 

the type B a-Si:H based gamma camera, that is, normal a-Si:H p-i-n 

photodiodes with storage capacitors, was used in the simulations. The 

detector area in the simulations was 12.8 x 12.8 cm2 with various pixel 

sizes. The detector quantum efficiency was assumed to  be 70 %, which is 
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Fig. 3-12 Linear attenuation coefficients of photons in 
CsI(T1). 

lower than previously reported values of - 80 %. Therefore 70 % is a 

conservative assumption. 

3.3.2 Physics Involved in the Simulations 

a) Photon interactions in the phantom and the scintillator. 

A photon 

the probability 

depends on  the 

medium. The 

categorized into 

can interact with a medium in various ways according t o  

of occurrence of a specific interaction, which generally 

energy of the photon and the material properties of the 

kinds of the interactions induced by photons can be 

two groups. One is for the major processes which include 
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the well known photoelectric effect, Compton scattering and pair 

production, and the other is for the minor processes which include 

coherent scattering from electrons,’ fluorescence radiation, 

Bremsstrahlung and annihilation radiation. [22] For  the y-ray energy 

range of 70 - 140 keV, the cross sections of the pair production is zero and 

all of the interaction mechanisms in the minor process category are 
negligible compared to the photoelectric effect and the Compton scattering. 

So, only the photoelectric effect and the Compton scattering were considered 

as the photon interactions in the phantom and scintillator in the 

simulations. The position of the interaction and the direction of the 

scattered photon were calculated based on the cross section data in Fig. 3-11 

and 3-12. The details of these calculations are as follows. 

i) Next Interaction Position 

A y photon either from the y source o r  Compton scattering event will 

have an interaction inside the medium o r  escape from it. In order to  find 

which is the case, the distance from the y source or previous scattering 

position t o  the next interaction position is needed. When a y-ray is traveling 

a distance s, the probability, p(s)ds, of having an interaction between s and 

s+ds , is 

where Zt(E) is the total linear attenuation coefficient of a photon with an 

energy E. The integration of p(s) from s = 0 to  insnity gives unity, hence 

p(s) is a probability density function (PDF) and the cumulative distribution 

function (CDF) corresponding to this PDF is 
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Then, using the inverse distribution method,[23] s, which is the traveling 

distance of the photon from the last event to the next interaction, can be 

obtained as 

where 6 is a random number which is uniform between 0 and 1. So, if a 

photon at a position r l (x l ,  yl, 21) is heading t o  the direction of 

o(o,, or, mz), then the position r2(x2, y2, z2) where the photon will have an 

interaction with the medium is 

where a,, or and o, are the x, y and z components of the directional unit 

vector co and s is obtained from Eq. (3-3). If r2 is out of the phantom o r  

scintillator geometry, then that photon does no t  have an interaction in the 

corresponding medium any more. 

ii) Selection of Interaction k e  

Whenever a y interaction position is given in the phantom o r  in the 

scintillator the type of the interaction is determined by the following simple 

rejection techniques : First, select a random number, 5. I f e  is greater o r  

equal to Z,(E)/C,(E), then this photon has a photoelectric absorption 

interaction on that position. Otherwise, it has a Compton scattering on that 

position. 
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ii) Direction of ComDton scattered y-rav 

When a y photon is involved in the photoelectric effect, it is absorbed 

in the medium and it is terminated. But, if it is Compton scattered it loses 

part of its energy and is deflected. Therefore, a new direction and a new 

energy of the scattered photon should be computed and this can be done 

using the angular dependent cross section of the Compton scattering. The 

differential cross section of the Compton scattering according to the famous 

Klein-Nishina's formula is [24] 

where, SZ is the solid angle, a is the energy of the incident photon in 

electron rest energy unit, ro is the classical radius of the electron and 0 is 

the deflection angle of the scattered photon. The total cross section (o,(a)) of 

the Compton scattering is obtained by the integration of  Eq. (3-5) from 

cos0 = -1 to 1, and is express as 

The cross sections in Eq. (3-5) and (3-6) are independent of the atomic 

numbers of the elements which constitutes the given medium. So the angle 

of scattering can be selected by the same procedure for any medium. The 

PDF to be sampled can be expressed as 

Now, as the PDF is known selection of the deflection angle, 0, is 

possible. There are many procedures to select 8 from Eq. (3-7), including 
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the rejection technique, inverse CDF method and direct sampling etc. 

Among these, the direct sampling method proposed by Koblinger[231 is good 

for high energy photons (E > 1.4 MeV), and the rejection method proposed 

by Kahn[25] is very efficient for low energies (E 5 1.4 MeV). The rejection 

method was used in the simulation. "he flow chart of this method is shown 

in Fig. 3-13 and the angular distribution of the Compton scattered photons 

obtained using this method is plotted in Fig. 3-14, which shows that as the 

incident photon energy increases the scattering is more in the forward 

direction, as is the normal behavior in Compton scattering. 

Compute 
x = 1 + 2C2a 

V 

Fig. 3-13 

Compute 

3 s ( E - B + 1 ) 2 +  1 x  

The flow chart of the rejection method for sampling 
from the Klein-Nishina distribution. x= 1 + a(l-cosi3) 
is the ratio of the photon energy before scattering(a) to 
after scattering( a'). 
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Fig. 3-14 Number vs. angle distribution of Compton scattered 
photons obtained by the rejection method. 

Once 0 is selected, the directional unit vector o'(o,, ox, 0,) of the 

scattered photon (see Fig. 3-15) can be found by the following equations. 

For -1 < o, < 1, 

a', = -&l- m,2,(1-/!3) s b q  + m,p . 

And, for o, = kl, 

(3-8b) 



Z i' u3 
A 

= sine cosrp 
cot2 = sine simp 
ut3 = case 

Fig. 3-15 Relationship of directions between the incident 
photon and Compton scattered photon. o',, o;, and 
0; are expressed in Eq. (3-8a) and (3-8b). 

where, p is cos0. 

azimuthal angle, 

random number. 

The energy 

As the distribution of the scattered photons across the 

cp, is uniform, cp can be selected by ip = 2~5, where 4 is a 

of the scattered photon, E', is calculated by 

E'= ?TZ,C2 

l - p + l / a  (3-9) 

where, m,c2 is the rest mass energy of the electron. 

b) Photon Rejections in the Collimator 

A parallel-hole collimator is composed of a large number (usually 

more than 20,000 for high resolution) of small square holes (hole size = 1 - 
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3 mm), and it is complicate to calculated the photon behavior when it enters 

the collimator. Therefore, for the sake of the simplicity of the calculation 

and time saving, spatial resolution data for the typical low-energy high- 

resolution parallel-hole collimator were used. [26] The hole size, septal 

thickness &d collimator thickness of this collimator is 1.4 mm, 0.254 mm 

and 25.2 mm, respectively, and the spatial resolution as a function of 

source-to-collimator distance is shown in Fig. 3-16. The procedure for 

selecting the appropriate y photons in the collimator using the data in 

Fig. 3-16 is as follows. When a y photon from the phantom reaches the top 

of the collimator its position on that plane, (x,, y,), is 

0, 
x ,  = x p  - P i g -  

@Y Y c ' Y p  - Z p q  (3-10) 

h 

E 
E v 

5 

E 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
z : Source depth (cm) P 

Fig. 3-16 Spatial resolution of Picker low-energy high- 
resolution parallel collimator. The closed circles 
are explained in the text. 
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where, (zp , y p  , zp ) is the position in the phantom where the y photon had a 

last event before it comes to the collimator, and (mx, or, 0,) is the directional 

unit vector of the y photon. It was assumed in the simulation that if a 

parameter, rc, defined as 

is smaller than f(zp)/2, the y photon was transmitted. Otherwise it is killed 

by the collimator. The quantity f(zp) is the spatial resolution of the 

collimator at a source depth of zp and is given in Fig. 3-16. To test this 

assumption a program was made which gives the photon distributions 

after collimation, with various source depths, and the spatial resolutions 

obtained from these distributions are plotted in Fig. 3-16 as closed circles, 

which shows this assumption is valid. 

Emission of Visible Photons in CsI(Tl) 

The emission of visible light in the scintillator by the y-ray interaction 

is due to combinations of the interactions which are categorized as the 
minor processes as described in Section 3.3.2 a). In order to simplify the 

computation, isotropic emission of visible light with a constant wavelength 

was assumed whenever a y photon has an interaction in CsI(T1). The 

number of the visible light photons emitted by an interaction of a y photon 

with CsI(T1) was assumed to follow a normal distribution with a mean 

value of 5.2x104-EY photons,[21] where E, is the y-ray energy in MeV which 

is absorbed in the scintillator. The method of sampling fkom a normal 

distribution is well described in Reference 23. 

, 
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Full Acquisition ? 

STOP 

Fig. 3-17 The flow chart of the Monte Carlo simulations of yray 
imaging for type B a-Si:H based gakma camera. 
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I 

The f low chart of the Monte Carlo simulation code is drawn in 

Fig. 3-17 and its content is listed in Appendix. 

3.3.3 Simulation Results 

Scintillator and Photodetector Response 

The response of the CsI(T1) and the photodetector array in type B 

a-Si:H based gamma camera were simulated with various thicknesses of 

CsI(T1) and pixel sizes of the photodetectors. The y-ray absorption property 
of CsI(TI) as a function of its thickness with the y energy of 70 and 140 keV is 

shown in Fig. 1-18. From the graph, a 2 mm thick CsI(Tl) is sufficient to 

absorb the 70 keV y-rays (99% absorbed), while a 5 mm thick CsI(T1) is 

2 3 4 5 

Csl(TI) thickness (mm) 

Fig.3-18 Percentage of y-rays absorbed in CsI(T1) as a 
function of CsI(T1) thickness. 
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required t o  absorb 89% of 140 keV y-rays. 

In order t o  obtain the intrinsic resolution of the camera, several 

simulations were performed with the collimator removed. A point source 

of y in vacuum was assumed t o  emit y-rays which were 'incident on the 

CsI(T1) crystal perpendicular t o  its surface. The results are plotted in 

Fig. 3-19 for various cases of y-ray energies, CsI(Tl) thicknesses and pixel 
sizes. With 140 keV y-ray, the resolution is insensitive to CsI('J3) thickness. 

The reason is as follows. The amount of light generation in CsI(T1) at this y 

energy is almost uniform through the y's passage in CsI(T1) due t o  the low 

cross section of CsI(T1) at this energy and the distribution of the light 

generated near the bottom of the CsI(T1) eventually determines the spatial 

resolution, hence the thickness of CsI(T1) is no t  a dominant factor to 

8 

7 

6 

2 3 4 5 

Csl(ll) thickness (rnm) 

Fig. 3-19 Intrinsic resolution o f  a-Si:H based gamma 
cameras as a function of CsI(T1) thickness with 
different pixel sizes and y-ray energies. 
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determine the intrinsic spatial resolution in this case. By the same reason, 

the resolution is sensitive to the pixel size at this energy, that is, the solid 

angle of a pixel when viewed from a position near the bottom of the 

scintillator changes much as the pixel size changes. For 70 keV y energy, 

CsI(T1) has a high cross section and the resolution is sensitive to  the 

thickness of CsI(T1) and insensitive to  the pixel size of the photodetector, 

which can be explained with the same physical concept as in the case of 

140 keV. 

From the above results, a CsI(T1) crystal of 2 mm is suitable for 

70 keV y-ray imaging and thickness of 5 mm or more is adequate for 

140 keV y-ray imaging. With a pixel size of 1 mm x 1 mm, the intrinsic 

spatial resolution is 2.2 mm with 70 keV y-ray and 2 mm thick CsI(Tl), and 

1.8 mm with 140 keV y-ray and 5 mm thick CsI(Tl), which are better than 

those of the conventional gamma camera (3 - 4 mm>.[l] By reducing the 

pixel size of the photodetectors in a-Si:H based gamma camera better 

intrinsic spatial resolution can be achieved, but there is no need for this 

because the major contributor to the total spatial resolution is the 

collimator. 

Effect of Scattering in the Phantom 

As mentioned before, the major concern of the Monte Carlo 

simulations was to investigate the effect of the Compton scattering in the 

patient's body when a type B a-Si:H based gamma camera was used. For 

this, the point spread function (PSF) from a point source in a water 

phantom was simulated. A y source with 70 keV or 140 keV was located 

5 cm o r  10 cm from the collimator surface in order t o  see the Compton 
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scattering effect with different y energy and source depth. For 70 keV 

y-rays, 2 mm thick CsI(T1) was used, and for 140 keV y-rays, 5 mm thick 

CsI(T1) was used. 

Fig. 3-20 shows the profiles of the PSFs obtained from the 

simulations. The peak of the PSF corresponds to  the response of the 

gamma camera and the FWHM is equal t o  d m ,  where R, is the 

spatial resolution of the collimator and is the intrinsic spatial resolution 

of the gamma camera shown in Fig. 3-19. The exponential tail of the PSF is 

due t o  the scattering in the phantom and agrees well with the 

measurements by others. [27] As the source depth increases, the 

exponential tail broadens because of the increased number of the scattering 

events in the phantom. Due to the higher ratio of the cross section for 

Fig. 3-20 PSF &om a point source in water with different y energies 
and source depths; y energy: 70 and 140 k e y  source 
depth 5 and 10 cm; CsI('Il) thickness: 2 and 5 mm. 
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Compton scattering to photoelectric absorption in water, the PSF of 140 keV 

y-rays has higher scattering component than that of 70 keV y-rays. The 

statistics of the y photon interactions obtained from the simulations are 

summarized in Table 3-2. 

Source 
depth 
(cm) 

5 

10 

From the results in Fig. 3-20, it is expected that the projection image 

obtained with type B a-Si:H based gamma camera will be blurred due to the 

scatterings in the patient's body. However, using a deconvolution method, 

the blurring effect due to  scattering can be significantly reduced as shown 

in Section 3.4. 

Interactions 
Photoelectric Compton 

absorption scattering 

1.4X106 1 . 3 ~ 1 0 ~  
(9.76 %) (90.24 %) 

2 . 8 ~ 1 0 ~  2 . 1 ~ 1 0 ~  
(11.96 %) (88.04 %) 

Table 3-2 

Source 
depth 
(cm) 

5 

10 

Statistics of y photons from the simulations. 5.0 x lo6 y photons 
were simulated. Water phantom size = 40 x 40 x 6 cm3. 
Collimator and detector area = 14.1 x 14.1 cm2. 

Interactions 
Photoelectric Compton 
absorption scattering 

4 . 8 ~ 1 0 ~  1 . 3 ~ 1 0 ~  
(3.47 %) (96.53 %) 

1.4x106 2 . 4 ~ 1 0 ~  
(5.64 %) (94.36 %) 

For 70 keV 9 s  

~ ~~ 

For 140 keV 9 s  

Photon status 
Collimator- Detected Absorbed Escaped arrived 

1.4~10~ 2 . 4 ~ 1 0 ~  1.1~10~ 2 . 1 ~ 1 0 ~  
(28.67 %) (48.91 %) (22.42 %) (0.43 %) 

2 . 8 ~ 1 0 ~  1 . 5 ~ 1 0 ~  6.1x105 1 . 2 ~ 1 0 ~  
(56.82 %) (30.99 %) (12.19 %) (0.23 %) 

~~ ~ 

Photon status 
Collimator- Detected Absorbed Escaped arrived 

4.8~10~ 3 . 3 ~ 1 0 ~  1 . 3 ~ 1 0 ~  2 . 3 ~ 1 0 ~  
(9.58 %) (65.12 %) (25.30 %) (0.45 %) 

1 . 4 ~ 1 0 ~  2 . 7 ~ 1 0 ~  8 . 3 ~ 1 0 ~  1 . 5 ~ 1 0 ~  
(28.66 %) (54.82 %) (16.52 %) (0.30 %) 
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Phantom Images 

In order t o  obtain a projection image of y source distribution, a water 

phantom consisting of three regions was assumed. The size of the 

phantom was 30 x 30 x 15 cm3. In the cold region there is no  y source, the 

warm region, whose size is 8 x 4 x 4 cm3, contains 99mTc with the activity of 

83.5 kBq/ml, and the small sized (8 x 8 x 8 mm3> hot region contains 99mTc 

with higher activity of 918.5 kBq/ml. Both the warm and the hot region are 

located at the center of the cold region. The geometry of the phantom is 

shown in Fig. 3-21 and its parameters are listed in Table 3-3. In the 

simulations, two images were obtained using two different gamma 

cameras; one is the type B a-Si:H based gamma camera and the other is a 

ZLC 75 Siemens camera[28] which is one of the conventional gamma 

cameras. The same collimator was used in both of the cameras and the 

parameters of these gamma cameras used in the simulations are also 

listed in Table 3-3. The two images obtained from the simulations are 

shown in Fig. 3-22 along with the true object image of the phantom. For the 

same acquisition time of 3 min, the type B a-Si:H based gamma camera 

collected more data (3.0 x lo6 y's) than the conventional gamma camera 

(9.6 x lo5 y's) because the a-Si:H based gamma camera recorded more of the 

0 
R0 

0 
0 

I I /  

a-Si:H based gamma camera 

Hot region 
warm region 

0 Cold region 

Fig. 3-21 The geometry of the water phantom with hot, warm 
and cold sources. 
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scattered y-rays than the conventional camera. The simulated image using 

type B a-Si:H based gamma camera is more blurred than the image 

obtained using a conventional gamma camera, evidently due to the 
scatterings . 

Table 3-3 Parameters of the water phantom and the type B a-Si:H based 
gamma camera and a conventional gamma camera used in 

' the simulations 

Water Phantom 

Activity 
(kBq/ml) 

Region Size Location y source 
(cm3) 

~~ 

Cold 30 x 30 x 15 

Warm 8 x 8 ~ 4  

cold region defines 
the phantom size 

center of the phantom 

none 

99mTc 

0 

83.5 

Hot 0.8 x 0.8 x 0.8 center of the phantom 99mTc 918.5 

Type B a-Si:H based gamma camera 

Scintillator Pixel size No. of pixels 

5 mm thick CsI(Tl) 1x1mm2 128x128 

Conventional Gamma Camera 

Intrinsic resolution Energy window 

3.8 mm 10% below the source y energy 

n 



Images obtained from 
simulations: 
(a) true object image, 
(b) with type B a-Si:H 
based gamma camera, 
(c) with a conventional 
gamma camera. 
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3.4 Image Analyses 

3.4.1 Noise Analyses 

There are three types of noise sources in the image obtained with an 

a-Si:H based gamma camera: (1) the noise due to  the random process of 

radiation emission and absorption, (2) the noise due to  the fluctuations in 

the conversion of y-ray energy t o  visible light and (3) the noise from 

photodetectors and readout electronics. [29] The image shown in 

Fig. 3-22 (b) contains the noise of (1) and (2). This noise is count-dependent 

Poisson noise and is generally observed in nuclear medicine images.[30-331 

Thermal noise, shot noise and l/f noise in the photodetector and readout 

electronics are the sources of noise type (3),[29,34-371 and this noise may be 

approximated as a Gaussian noise.[29] As the dark current in the 

photodetector is very low ( less than 0.1 nA/cm2), the shot and l/f noise can 

be neglected and the dominant noise source would be the thermal noise due 

t o  TFT ON-state resistance. This thermal noise is proportional to the 

capacitance of the photodetector and the temperature,[37] so it can be 

reduced either by making the pixel size smaller or reducing the operating 

temperature, which is also needed for long-term charge storage in the 

storage capacitor. At room temperature, the reported mean value of the 
noise with similar pixel size as the one used in the simulation was 

-1.6 fC/pixel.[36] "he total number of visible photons collected t o  form the 

image shown in Fig. 3-22 (b) was 4.7 x 10'. Hence, by simple calculation, 

the average stored signal charge is 46 fC/pixel, and the electronic thermal 

noise is not significant. Nevertheless, to  be conservative, a Gaussian noise 
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with a mean value of 2 fC/pixel was added to the image in Fig.. 3-22 (b) and 

the resultant image is shown in Fig. 3-23. This image was used as an input 

image in the image restoration which is discussed in the next section. 

3.4.2 Image Restoration 

The image obtained with the type B a-Si:H based gamma camera, 

which is shown in Fig. 3-23, is degraded by the scatterings in the phantom 

and noise. Even conventional gamma cameras have scattering effects 

depending on the size of the energy window and there have been many 

approaches to minimize the scattering effects. Most of the methods require 

the information of the. energy spectra of the detected y-rays. However, as the 

energy spectra of the detected y-rays are unavailable in type B a-Si:H based 

gamma camera, a deconvolution method was used for image restoration. 

Fig. 3-23 Image obtained with type B a-Si:H based gamma 
camera with added electronic noise. A Gaussian 
noise with a mean value of 2 =/pixel was added t o  
the image in Fig. 3-22 (b). 
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The image in Fig. 3-23 can be mathematically expressed as 

(3-11) 

where, g(x,y) is the obtained image in Fig. 3-23, f(xJy) is the true object 

image in Fig. 3-22 (a), h(xJy) is the PSF of the system which contains the 

blurring effect due to  the scattering in the phantom and camera resolution, 

and n(xJy) is the noise which was discussed in the previous section. "*" in 

Eq. (3-11) denotes convolution. Using a deconvolution theorem Eq. (3-11)' can 

be expressed in frequency domain as 

G(u,v) = H(uJv)F(u,v) + N(u,v) (3-12) 

where, G(u,v), H(u,v), F(uJv) and N(u,v) is a Fourier transformation of 

g(x,y)., h(xJy), f(x,y) and n(x,y), respectively. A simple deconvolution using 

an inverse filter in this case is, of course, not adequate because it will 

amplify the noise at high frequencies. Even the pseudoinverse filter, which 

is a stabilized version of the inverse filter, is still sensitive t o  noise.1381 

Wiener filtering is a method of restoring images in the presence of blur as 

well as noise. This filter produces the minimum mean-square error 

between the true object image and the restored image and is often used in 

the image restoration process of nuclear medicine images. 130-321 The 

Wiener filter in the frequency domain is expressed as 

(3-13) 

where, PN(u,v) and PF(uJv) is the power spectrum of the noise and the true 

object image, respectively. As the PSF of the a-Si:H based gamma camera 

depends on  the source depth, as shown in Fig. 3-20, a PSF which is 
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averaged over the source depth from 5 cm to 11 cm was used to obtain H(u,v) 

in the filter. Theoretically, the power spectrum of the Poisson noise is a 

constant and equal to  the total number of counts.[30-32] In our case PN(u,v) 
was set equal to  k*M, where M is the total image count and k is an 

- 

adjustment factor. In order to use the Wiener filter, the information about 

the object power spectrum is needed, but this is rarely available in nuclear 
medicine images. In our  case the true object power spectrum was 

estimated fiom the obtained image by restoring it with a Wiener filter with 

a constant PiV(u,u)/PF(u,u) ratio.[39] 

The final restored image is shown in Fig. 3-24. The blurring due t o  

scattering is significantly reduced and the overall image quality is greatly 

improved compared to  the image in Fig. 3-23. The image profile of this 

image in x-direction is compared to  those of the simulated raw images in 

Fig. 3-25, which shows a reasonable restoration of the blurred image again. 

Fig.3-24 The final restored image using the Wiener filter. 
Image in Fig. 3-23 was used as the input image. 
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Position (cm) 
~~~~ 

__.._..._ Simulated image without electronic noise (Fig. 3-22 (b)) 
Simulated image with electronic noise (Fig. 3-23) 
Wiener filtered image (Fig. 3-24) 
Simulated image with conventional gamma camera (Fig. 3-22 (c)) -- _ _ -  -- 

Fig. 3-25 Profiles of images in x-direction. The intensity is 
normalized to the maximum count. 

In order to  test the effect of mismatch in PSF, two PSFs with different 

source depths were used in the Wiener filter and the profiles of the 

resulting images are compared in Fig. 3-26 with the one obtained with an 

averaged PSF. As shown in this figure the restored images are not  

sensitive t o  the mismatches in the PSF. This implies an important fact that 

although a strictly correct PSF is unavailable in real imaging, an 

approximated PSF can be used. 

Finally, in order to be fair, the simulated image with a conventional 

gamma camera in Fig. 3-22 (c) was also restored using the Wiener filter, 
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with PSF of source depth=l Ocm - - - - - -  I 
Fig. 3-26 Profiles of restored images using different PSFs: 

Although PSFs are different depending on the 
source depth, the restored images are insensitive to 
the mismatches in the PSFs. 

and the profiles of the resultant image is compared in Fig. 3-27 with those of 

the restored image in Fig. 3-24 and the true object image in Fig. 3-22 (a). 

The overall qualities of the restored images are similar, but  the restored 

image of the conventional gamma camera shows a somewhat better 

contrast than the restored image of the type B a-Si:H based gamma camera. 

This is due to  the relatively larger background counts in the image obtained 

with the type B a-Si:H based gamma camera, as scattered y photons 

. contribute mostly to the background. 
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0.4 

0.2 

0 

Position (cm) 

-.--.....-- True object image (Fig. 3-22 (a)) 
Wiener filtered image of type B a-Si:H based gamma camera (Fig. 3-24) 
Wiener filtered image of a conventional gamma camera 

Fig. 3-27 X-directional profiles of the restored images and the 
true object image. The raw images obtained with a 
type B a-Si:H based gamma camera(Fig. 3-23) and 
with a conventional gamma camera(Fig. 3-22 (c)) 
were restored using the Wiener filter. 

3.5 Discussion 

Using technologies similar to those for a-Si:H x-ray imaging arrays, 

, prototypes of a-Si:H based gamma cameras were conceptually designed and 

investigated by Monte Carlo simulations. The proposed a-Si:H based 

gamma cameras would have advantages of compactness and light weight 

compared to  the conventional gamma cameras. 

From the Monte Carlo simulations the required thickness of CsI(T1) 

could be estimated such that 2 mm was thick enough for imaging of 70 keV 
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y's from "'Tl and 5 mm o r  more was needed for 140 keV fs fkom 99mTc. 

The intrinsic resolution of a-Si:H based gamma cameras obtained from the 

simdations was 1 - 2.5 113111, which is better than that of the conventional 
gamma cameras (3 - 4 mm). 

According t o  the structures and operation schemes, two types of 

gamma cameras were proposed. The type A camera with a pixel' amplifier 

in each photodetector would have a similar operation scheme as the 

conventional gamma cameras and energy selection is also expected to  be 

possible. But the fabrication of this camera is more complicated than the 

type B camera due to the complexity of the pixel amplifiers. However, the 

fabrication complexity and cost may be lessened as technology is developed, 

then the type A a-Si:H based gamma camera would be feasible. 

As the type B camera is operated in the integration mode it would not 

be limited by the high event rate which is sometimes a problem in the 

conventional gamma cameras. But, it cannot reject the scattered y-rays, 

and the blurring effect in the obtained image is inevitable as shown from 

the Monte Carlo simulations. This blurring, however, can be reduced by 

using an adequate image restoration method such as Wiener filtering. In 

the Wiener filtering the averaged PSF of the camera was good enough to 

restore the blurred raw image as the restoration process is insensitive to 

the small mismatches in the PSF. 

Although the blurring effect due to the y scattering in the image 

obtained with the type B a-Si:H based gamma camera could be reduced, the 

restored image showed a little poorer contrast compared with the restored 

image of the conventional gamma camera. As the scattering would be 
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severer when imaging an organ located deeper inside a patient's body, the 

usage of the type B a-Si:H based gamma camera would-be limited to  
imaging shallow organs such as thyroid or imaging small animals. 
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Chapter 4 Long-Tern Charge Storage in a - S a  pixels 

4.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 3, an a-Si:H based gamma camera which is operated in 

the integration mode (type B) was proposed. Each pixel in this camera is 

composed of a normal a-Si:H p-i-n photodiode and a storage capacitor (see 

Fig. 3-9). The purpose of the capacitor is to store and accumulate the signal 

charge, which is generated in the intrinsic region of the p-i-n photodiode by 

the light coming from the scintillator, until it is big enough not t o  be 

embedded in the noise. During the y scan, however, as the photodiode is 

reverse biased, dark reverse current will flow even without the scintillation 

light. As the photodiode is connected to the storage capacitor in series, the 

signal charge as well as the background charge due to the dark current in 

the photodiode cannot get out of the pixel but accumulates on the storage 

capacitor. If accumulation of the background charge is satisfactorily small 

during the y scan, we can easily measure the true signal from the obtained 

signal simply by subtraction of the thermal generation charge, which is 

measured separately without y sources for the same y scan period. If this is 

not the case, however, the maximum y scan period is limited by the 

accumulation of the background charge. 

In order to determine the conditions under which the proposed type B 

a-Si:H based gamma camera can work in an integration mode with an 

appropriate integration time, test pixels which consist of a-Si:H p-i-n 

photodiodes and capacitors were made and signal charge storing 

performance was investigated. 
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In this chapter, the results obtained fkom the experiments on test 

devices and theoretical analyses of the dark current are discussed in 

connection with the charge storage time. It will be shown that the 

principal source of the dark current in a reverse biased a-Si:H p-i-n diode is 

from thermal generation of charge carriers in the bulk i-region, that this 
thermally induced dark current is the limiting factor for the charge storing 

detector operation, and that it can be made sufficiently small for a 

successful operation over a wide and linear dynamic range of signal. 

422 Theory of Dark Reverse CruTent in a - S S  p-i-n Diodes 

The sources of the dark current in a reverse biased a-Si:H p-i-n diode 

.are bulk thermal generation current, contact injection current and edge 

leakage current,[l] The injection current density can be expressed as[2] 

Jinj - - A*pexp j - s )  kT 

where, A* is the effective Richardson constant and QIB is the barrier height. 

For the Schottky diodes, the contact injection current is usually higher than 

the thermal generation current because the barrier height is low. But for 

a-Si:H p-i-n diodes, as the barrier height is high the contact injection 

current is negligible. However, if the p- or n- layer is too thin, the contact 

injection current may flow by tunneling. For well fabricated devices, the 

edge leakage current is seldom a problem, and for large area devices, this 

current can be neglected also because the edge current is proportional to the 

perimeter, while the bulk thermal generation current o r  the contact 

injection current is proportional to the device area. In a-Si:H p-i-n diodes, 



the thermal generation current in the bulk of the i-layer is considered to be 

the dominant source of the dark reverse current. This thermal generation 

current is due to the thermal emission of electrons and holes fkom the deep 
states. In the following subsections, the thermal generation current is 

discussed in connection with the field enhancement effects. 

4.2.1 Thermal Generation Current without Field Enhancement 

A simple thermal generation current model can be developed using 

Shockley-Read-Hall formalism and several assumptions [l,3]. Based on the 

SRH model, the thermal emission rate of electrons f?om a single generation 

center is 

where E, is the energy level of the generation center and wo is the attempt- 

to-escape frequency given by oo = o-,(vn)iV$T where on is the electron capture 

cross section of the states at E,, (v,) = (3kT!n~)'~ is the average thermal 

velocity of electrons in the conduction band and N, is the conduction band 

density of states. Usually, coo is in the range of 10l1 - 1013 sec-'[4]. The 

generation centers, which are mainly dangling bonds in a-Si:H, are 

distributed in energy between the conduction band and the valence band. 

And the number of electrons occupying the defect states of an energy level 

Et is N(EJf(EJ where N(EJ is the density of the defect states at Et and f(EJ is 

the Fermi distribution function. Hence, the total thermal emission rate of 

electrons &om the recombination centers per unit volume is 



In steady state, the thermal generation is dominated by the emission fiom 

the generation centers located within kT of the quasi-Fermi energy level 

EFq.[3,5] For these traps the emission rates of electrons and holes are 

equal, and the quasi-Fermi level EFq can be calculated by simply setting the 

emission rate for electrons equal to  the hole emission rate,[l] 

where Eg. is the mobility gap of a-Si:H, and cop and w, is the attempt-to- 

escape frequency of holes and electrons, respectively. Assuming that the 
density of states is constant within kT of EFq, Eq. (43) can be simplified as 

where Ng is the density of states at EFq. 

With sufficiently high reverse bias, the diffusion current can be 

neglected and full collection of the generated carriers by the depletion field 

without recombination can be assumed. In this case, using Eq. (4-5), the 

thermal generation current can be expressed as 

where q is the charge of an electron, A is the area of the diode, d is the 

thickness of the diode, e,(EFq, x)  and ep (EFQ, x) is the emission rate of 

electrons and holes &om the generation centers located at EFq and x .  As 



the emission rates for electrons and holes are equal at EFq, Eq. (4-6) can be 

simplified further as 

Now, with the assumption of spatially uniform generation centers and 

quasi-Fermi level within the i-region, the thermal generation current in 

steady state can be expressed as 

Itho = qAdNgkTeno 

where Ei is the difference between the conduction band and the quasi-Fermi 

level Epq, and eno is the thermal emission rate from the generation centers 

located at EFq, which is given by 

=no - - cq,ed-$) . (49) 

Of course, Eq. (4-8) cannot explain the voltage-dependent current behavior 

in a-Si:H p-i-n diodes (see Fig. 4-1, for example), as this model does not 

include the effect of the electric field, but at low field this equation is a good 

approximation to explain the temperature dependence of dark current 

behavior. [SI 

4.2.2 Thermal Generation Current wit31 Field Enhancement 

When a reverse bias is applied on a-Si:H p-i-n diode, a depletion 

region forms in the i-layer and the thermal emission process is enhanced 

by the imposed electric field. The effect of the reverse bias on thermal 
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generation current is shown in Fig. 4-1. In this figure the thermal 

generation current is plotted as a function of time after applying various 

reverse biases. During the depletion period, the current decreases and 

finally it reaches a steady state. The dependence of the steady state thermal 

generation current on the applied reverse bias is apparent. 

The enhancement of thermal generation current by the reverse bias 

is due to the lowering of the potential barrier of the generation centers and 

tunneling effect.[6] The change in the potential barrier when an electric 

field is applied is schematically shown in Fig. 4-2. When no field is present, 

an electron in the generation center sees a Coulomb potential barrier which 
is symmetric in all directions (Fig. 4-2 (a));but with the external field which 

is imposed by the reverse bias, the potential barrier loses its symmetry and 

0 100 . 200 300 400 500 
Time (sec) 

Fig. 4-1 Thermal generation current in a 1 pm a-Si:H p-i-n 
diode as a function of time after applying various 
reverse biases. After depletion process the thermal 
generation current reaches steady state and its 
steady state value is dependent on the reverse bias. 
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Fig. 4-2 The potential barrier change with an external field. 
(a) is the Coulomb potential barrier before the 
external field is applied, (b) is the potential due t o  a 
uniform external field and (c)  is the final potential 
barrier shape which is a superimposition of (a) and 
(b). The barrier height is lowered by AE in x- 
direction. 

is lowered in x-direction (Fig. 4-2 (c)). There are three types of thermal 

emission which are assisted by the external electric field: (1) Poole-Frenkel 

effect, (2) tunneling, and (3) phonon assisted tunneling. [1,6-81 These 

emission processes are schematically shown in Fig. 4-3. 

a) Poole-Frenkel Effect 

The maximum barrier height of the lowered potential barrier in 

Fig. 4-2 (c) is located x, from the center, where x, can be simply calculated 

as x, = (q/4,.~~~F)~!~, where is the dielectric constant of a-Si:H and F is the 

external electric field. Hence, the lowering of the barrier height AZ3 at x ,  

can be obtained using the equation in the inset of Fig. 4-2 (c) and is 
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X * 

Phonon-assisted 

Ground state of 
generation center 

Fig. 4-3 The three emission processes which are enhanced 
by the external electric field. 

where PpF = (q3/ms31'2 is the Poole-Frenkel constant. Due to this barrier 

lowering by dG, an electron with an energy between E, and E, - A73 is 

considered to be in the conduction band. Therefore, the emission rate in x- 

direction.is increased by a factor of exp(dE/kT), which is called the Poole- 

Frenkel effect. The resulting enhanced thermal emission rate is given by 

- 
where eno is the thermal emission rate when no electric field is present and 

is given in Eq. (4-9). The expression in Eq. (4-11) is derived for one- 

dimension. The three-dimensional emission rate can be obtained by an 

integration over the whole space and can be expressed ad91 



Assuming spatially uniform electric field, the thermal generation Current 

by Poole-Frenkel effect with one-dimensional case can be expressed as 

where Itho is the thermal generation current obtained without considering 

the field enhancement effect, and is given in Eq. (4-8). In the depletion 

region of a-Si:H, however, the electric field is not  uniform due t o  the positive 

space charge. It is a linear function of distance from the p-i interface and 

has a maximum magnitude (FM) at the p-i interface and a minimum 

magnitude (F,) at the n-i interface as shown in Fig. 4-4. Assuming the 
reverse bias V, is higher than the voltage for full depletion, the field is 

expressed as 

where F, = qdi'?;/Esi is the field at the p-i interface when the i-region is just 

Fig. 4-4 Electric field shape in a-Si:H p-i-n diode when a 
reverse bias Vd is more than enough to fully depleted 
the i-region. Its magnitude is maximum at p-i 
interface and is a linear function of distance. 
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Mly depleted, and Ni is the ionized dangling bond density. Including the 

spatial dependence of the field, the therm,d generation current with Poole- 

Frenkel effect can be derived as 

where FM = Vd /d -+ F,/2, F, = Vd /d - FJ2  and y= pPF/kT. 

The calculated thermal generation current with Poole-Frenkel effect 
is compared with measurements in Fig. 4-5. With'high biases (Va > 2 V), 

both of Eq. (4-13) and (4-15) fit the measured values well, but with lower 

biases, as the electric field is less uniform, the current calculated using 

Eq. (4-13) cannot fit the measured current, while Eq. (4-15), which was 

derived considering the non uniform field effect, can fit the measured 
current behavior in the whole voltage region. h$ = 7 x 1014 ~ r n - ~  and 

Ei = 0.9 V was assumed and ppF = 0.038 e V / , / m  was used t o  fit the 

measured current shape. The value of /3pF is about 1.7 times larger than 

the theoretical value of 0.022, which may be interpreted that the Poole- 
Frenkel effect is enhanced because the surrounding generation centers give 

screening effect resulting in lowering of the barrier height further.[8] 

b) Tunneling; 

At high field the width of the potential barrier can be reduced so  that 

an electron can penetrate through the barrier by tunneling. This process is 

specially important at low temperature where the probability of thermal 
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Fig. 4-5 Measured and calculated thermal generation 
currents as functions of reverse bias for a lpm thick 
a-si3 p-i-n diode. 

emission is low. The pure tunneling is independent of temperature and is 

isoenergetic transition from the ground state of the generation center to the 

conduction band.[7] The tunneling rate is proportional to the barrier 

transparency factor B ,  which is expressed using the WKl3 approximation 

as[8, l0,lU 

The tunneling rate (e,)Tu for one-dimensional Dirac potential well 

was derived by Korol and is given by[12] 

where the characteristic energy U is defined as 



where E is the Planck constant and nz* is the effective mass of an electron 

which is about 0.4ne in a-Si:H.[13] For a-Si:H, U is about (2.32~10~ F)2'3 

[evJ, where F is in Iv/ctm]. The expression in Eq.(4-17) is, however, not 
completely correct t o  use with a-Si:H because in a-Si:H, the generation 

centers induce Coulomb potential wells. For Coulomb wells, the tunneling 

rate was derived by RosencherC71 with modification of the barrier 

transparency factor, and for one-dimensional well it is given by 

For three-dimensional Coulomb well, the emission rate by tunneling is 

Actually, there is no significant difference in the resulting value whether 

Eq. (4-17) or (4-19) is used for thin a-Si:H p-i-n diodes, because the value of 

AWEi in Eq. (4-19) is very small, but for thick diodes with high electric field, 

this term cannot be neglected. 

Phonon Assisted Tunneling 

Phonon assisted tunneling is an emission process which is a 

combination of Poole-Frenkel effect and pure tunneling. In this process an 

electron is excited to an energy level E by phonon coupling and this electron 

tunnels through the thin potential barrier, as shown in Fig. 4-3. The rate of 



excitation t o  E is (note that the reference level of E is the conduction band 

not the valence band) 

Hence, the rate for electrons to jump to  this energy level followed by 

tunneling is 

By integrating Eq. (4-22) over the whole depth of the potential well the 

emission rate by phonon assisted tunneling can be obtained ad71 

for one-dimensional well, and for three-dimensional well, 

The thermal emission rates by the previous three emission processes 

are compared in Fig. 4-6 and 4-7 with varying reverse bias and 

temperature, respectively. At room temperature, the pure tunneling 

process is negligible even at very high field. In the operation range of 

< -10 V for 1 pm thick a-Si:H p-i-n diodes, the Poole-Frenkel process is most 

dominant as shown in Fig. 4-6. With a reverse bias of 5 V on 1 p thick 
diode, the tunneling effect cannot be seen in Fig. 4-7, and for the whole 

temperature region, the emission rate by the Poole-Frenkel effect is higher 
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Fig. 4-6 Calculated emission rates of Poole-Frenkel effect, 
tunneling and phonon assisted tunneling as 
functions of electric field. 1 pm thick a-Si:H p-i-n 
diode with Ei = 0.9V at room temperature was used. 

than phonon assisted tunneling, which, however, cannot be neglected since 

it contributes about 10% of the whole emission processes. The ratio of the 

emission rate at room temperature to  at -40 O C  is about four orders of 

magnitude, indicating the thermal generation process significantly 

depends on the temperature, hence the thermally generated background 

charge in the photodetector pixel can be reduced remarkably at low 
temperatures, as confirmed fkom the experiments in Section 4.4. 

From the above discussions, the Poole-Frenkel process is the 

dominant source of the thermal generation with our operating biases and 

temperatures, and the equation based on this single process could fit the 

measurements (see Fig. 4-5) with slight modification in p p p  



-100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 
Temperature (OC) 

Fig. 4-7 Temperature effect on  Poole-Frenkel emission and 
phonon assisted tunneling. 1 pn thick a-Si:H p-i-n 
diode with Ei = 0.9 V with a reverse bias of 5 V was 
used. In the range of the temperature shown, the 
pure tunneling process cannot be seen with this 
bias. 

4.3 Experimental 

In the experiments, temperature effect on the thermal generation 

current, accumulation of thermally generated background charge on the 

storage capacitor and signal charge collection after long storage periods 

were tested with sample devices. 

4.3.1 Devices 

The test devices were fabricated using the PECVD technique. The 

structure of the test devices is shown in Fig.4-8. The thicknesses of the p, n 
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Fig.4-8 A schematic diagram of the test pixel. The 
thickness of the p-i-n photodiode is - 1 p  and 200 - 
300 nm Si02 or Si3N4 was used for the insulator 

' material. The area of the pixel is 0.11 cm2. 

and i-layers were 30 nm, 20 nm and 1 p, respectively. The t o p  Cr contact 

was made thin for light penetration and had a circular shape . The storage 

capacitor was composed of Cr, insulator and Cr. Oxide (SiO2) or nitride 

(Si3N4) was used as the insulator. The thickness of the insulator was made 

thin (200 - 300 nm) in order t o  make the storage capacitor have a high 

capacitance so that it could accommodate large amount of charge and also 

the divided voltage across the p-i-n photodiode could be high. 

capacitance of the insulator, Ci, was 2400 - 3900 pF and that of the p-i-n 

photodiode, Cd, was -1150 pF for a pixel area of 0.11 cm2. 

The ' 

4.3.2 Experimental System 

The principle of signal charge storage and the experimental system are 

schematically shown in Fig.4-9. In order to  simulated the light from the 
scintillator, an m D  (h = 665 nm) was used and pulse generator 1 controlled 

it by sending randomly distributed pulses during the integration period 

(charge storing period). During the integration period ( t o  - tl), pulse 
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generator 2 provided a reverse bias to  the test pixel, and after the 

integration time (tr) the bias was set to  zero for discharging (readout) of the 

stored charge. When a step pulse of the reverse bias, -Va, is applied to the 

pixel, the p-i-n photodiode acts like a capacitor and charge builds up on its 

surface as well as on the storage capacitor due to  the displacement current. 

The RC time constant of this charge-build-up on the storage capacitor is 

equal t o  the product of the total capacitance of the test pixel and a series 

resistance of the pixel which is mainly the contact resistance. The amount 

of the displacement charge is v,cdci/(cd+ci), where Cd and ci is the 

capacitance of the p-i-n photodiode and the storage capacitor, respectively. 

During readout, this displacement charge will also be discharged together 
with the signal charge. Hence, to  select the signal charge only, the 
external capacitor C, and Rc were used, where C, was equal t o  the total  

capacitance of the test pixel and R, was equal to  the contact resistance of the 

test pixel (- 100kQ). Pulse generator 3 provides R,-C, components with a 

pulse of the same magnitude (V,) as the pulse from pulse generator 2 but 

with opposite polarity (+). By applying this pulse on the R,-C, components 

synchronously with the sequence of the detector biasing pulse from pulse 

generator 2, the displacement charge can be separated fkom the signal 

charge. In the experiments, 98% of the displacement charge could be 

canceled by this method. The stored signal charge and thermally 

generated background charge was discharged by switching the applied bias 

to 0 V. The discharging current was read by the digital oscilloscope and the 

amount of the stored charge was obtained by integration of the current in 

the computer, The test pixel was contained in a heat insulated container 

and the operating temperature was controlled by dry ice. 
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Fig. 4-9 Schematic diagram of the experimental system. A 
PC was used to  control the pulse generators and 
also for data acquisition. Pulse generator 1 controls 
the LED light during the integration period (storing 
period). Pulse generator 2 and 3 provided biases for 
the detector system. The time sequence of the  
pulses are shown at the bottom. See text for details. 
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4.4 Results h m  Ekperiments 

4.4.1 Temperature Effect on Thermal Generation Current 

When a reverse bias, Va, is initially applied on the pixel, the initial 

voltage across the p-i-n photodiode, v d ,  and the storage capacitor, Vi, is 

/1 

- b i  v, 
V d  - C i + C d  

Due to the reverse bias v d ,  thermally generated charge flows along 

the electric field and is accumulated on the storage capacitor. As this 

background charge builds up on the capacitor the voltage across the 

capacitor will increase and the voltage across the photodiode will decrease, 

correspondingly. Hence, the thermal generation current will flow until the 

capacitor is saturated with the charge Qsat (= v a c i 2 / ( c d + c ~ ) ) ,  so that the 

voltage across it is equal to  Va. The time taken to  saturate the capacitor 

with the background charge depends on the thermal generation current. If 

the thermal generation current is too large, the capacitor will be saturated 

in a short time and the light induced signal charge cannot be obtained. In 

order t o  see the temperature effect on the background charge, 

measurements were done without light at various temperatures. The 

thermal generation current and the stored background charge as functions 

of storage time are shown in Fig. 4-10 and 4-11. At room temperature, the 

thermal generation current is initially very large, but as the voltage across 

the photodiode drops quickly the current decreases correspondingly. At 
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Fig. 4-10 Time dependent thermal generation current after 
applying 10 V of reverse bias on the test pixel at 
various temperatures. 

this temperature, 10 min after applying 10 V of Va on the test pixel, the 

thermally generated charge accumulates almost up to the saturation level 
and there is little room for the signal charge. At -45OC, however, as the 

thermal generation current is low, the amount of the stored background 

charge after 10 min is about 21 % of the saturation level, and it takes as long 

as 9 hours to reach the saturation level. Therefore, at -45 O C ,  about 79 % of 

the saturation level can be used to  accommodate the light induced signal 

charge with a storage time of 10 min. 

4.4.2 Signal Charge Measurement 

The relationships between the input light amount and collected 
charge after 5 min of storage time at two different temperature are shown 
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Fig. 
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Storage time (sec) 

480 600 

411 Accumulation of thermally generated background 
charge on the storage capacitor as a function of  
storage time. 10 V of reverse bias was applied. The 
capacitor is almost saturated with background 
charge with the storage time of 10 min at room 
temperature. 

in Fig.4-12. The signal charge can be obtained by subtracting the 
background charge from the measured t o t a l  stored charge. The 

background charge was measured separately. For 5 min storage time, the 

stored background charge at room temperature is so large, that the 

maximum storage of the signal charge is only -10 % of the saturation level, 

while -70% of the saturation level can be used for signal charge storage at 

-37OC. At low temperature, it is shown that, even with a long storage time 

of 5 min, there is a linear relationship beheen the input light amount and 

the output signal up to  about 85% of the saturation level. According to the 

experimental results, the type B a-Si:H based gamma camera can be 

operated in integration mode at low temperature. 
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Fig.4-12 Relationship between the input light amount and 
the collected signal charge after 5 min of storage 
time. (a) was measured at room temperature and 
(b) was measured at -37 OC. 10 V of reverse bias was 
applied. There is a linear relationship between 
input and output up to 85% of the saturation level. 
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The operating temperature can be easily controlled by attaching the 

camera t o  a thermoelectric .cooling device and shielding with heat 

insulating materials. The thermoelectric cooling device utilizes the Peltier 

effect and can reduce the temperature down to about 195 K[14] 

425 Analyses 

4.5.1 Time-Dependent T h e d  Generation Current 

Using the thermal generation current model discussed in Section 

4.2, the time dependent behavior of the thermal generation current, hence 

the storage of background charge, of the photodetector pixel in type B a-Si:H 

based gamma camera can be derived using simple circuit analyses. When 

a bias Va is applied on the pixel, the a-Si:H p-i-n photodiode can be 

considered as a voltage dependent current source after the initial short RC 

transient (-100 psec). Then the circuit of the detector components can be 

drawn as in Fig. 4-13, and using Eq. (4-15) and assuming the voltage drop 

across the resistor R, is negligible, a differential equation which describes 

this circuit can be derived as 



Fig.413 A simplified circuit of the detector components. 
The a-Si:H p-i-n diode is replaced with a voltage 
dependent current source IthpF(Vd 1. The contact 
resistance of the detector is the main source of the 
serjes resistor R, (-100 kL?) 

But, as this equation cannot be solved analytically, simplification of 

Eq. (4-15) is needed. We may assume that the electric field is much higher 

at the p-i interface than at  the n-i interface, i.e., F M  >> F,, and that the 

lowering of the barrier height AE at p-i interface is much higher than the 

thermal energy kT, i.e., y&>> 1. Then, 

The thermal generation current equations in Eq. (4-15) and (4-26) are 

for steady state values. When a reverse bias is applied on a p-i-n diode, the 

depletion process starts and the initial current is much higher than the 

steady state value. The decay time of the depletion current is about 200 - 300 

sec at room temperature and, because it is thermally activated (with an 

activation energy of -Ei,[3]), longer at lower temperature. Now, as we are 

trying to develop the time dependent behavior, we must also consider this 
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effect by multipling Eq. (4-26) by a thermal activation correction term, 

exp(G/kT): 

The simplified differential equation using Eq. (4-27) is, 

where 

Solving this equation with the initial condition of Vi(o) = CdV,/(Ci+Cd), the 

electric field as a function of time F d t )  can be obtained as 

where 

Therefore, the time dependent thermal generation current can be obtained 

by inserting FM(t) in Eq. (4-30) into (4-27), which produces 

and the stored background charge is 
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By assigning proper value to the correction parameter 6 in Eq. (4-29), 

a good fit of the time-dependent thermal generation current and stored 

background charge with the measurements were obtained. For the best fit 
6 = 0.5 eV was given with Ei = 0.9 eV and PpF = 0.038 e V / d n .  The 

calculated thermal generation currents and stored background charge are 

compared with those obtained from the measurements in Fig. 4-14, which 

shows an excellent agreement between the measurements and the 

theoretical model of the thermal generation current. 

65.2 Estimation of the Maximum Storage Time 

Using the time-dependent current model described in the previous 

subsection, the operating parameters of the photodetector pixels with any 
geometry can  be estimated. For example, the storage time t, at which the 

accumulated background charge is K % of the saturation level is expressed 

as 

Defining the maximum storage time of the pixels t M  as the time taken t o  

accumulate the background charge up to 10% of the. saturation level of the 

storage capacitor, the effects of temperature, applied bias and detector 

thickness on the maximum storage time are shown in Fig. 4-15 (a) and (b). 



Fig. 4-14 
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Comparisons of measurements and theoretical calculations for 
(a) the time-dependent thermal generation current and (b) the 
stored backbound charge at  various temperatures. The 
thickness of  the p-i-n diode is 1 p and the operating bias Va is 
10 v. 
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FIG. 4-15 The maximum storage time t M  as a function of temperature 
with (a) various operating biases with 1 pm thick diode and 
(b) various p-i-n diode thicknesses with 10 V of operating bias. 
t M  was defined as the time taken to accumulate the 
background charge up to 10 % of the saturation level. 
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In both graphs, the dependence of the t M  on the temperature is significant, 

hence the maximum storage time can be manipulated simply by 

controlling the temperature. It is shown in Fig. 4-15 (a) that for the same 

thickness of the a-Si:H p-i-n photodiode, a lower operating voltage produces 

longer storage time, but it has to be sufficient to  fully deplete the i-region, 
otherwise the photo-induced signal charge cannot be collected with fill 

efficiency. In Fig. 4-15 (b), the effect of the thickness of a-Si:H p-i-n diode on 

the storage time is shown and thicker diode is better at the same operating 

bias, which is the same trend as in Fig. 4-15 (a). Using these graphs the 

required operating temperature for a predetermined storage time can be 

estimated. For a storage time of 5 min with a detector thickness of 1 p, for 

example, the temperature required to suppress the background charge 
down to 10 % of the saturation level is -26 OC with Va = 1 V and -47 O C  with 

va = 10 v. 

46 Discussion 

A study of an a-Si:H photodetector which is able t o  store the light 

induced charge for a long time was described. This detector is composed of 

a normal a-Si:H p-i-n photodiode and a storage capacitor in series. In pixel 

type, this detector can be used as the imaging array in type B a-Si:H based 

gamma camera which is proposed in Chapter 3. 

The effect of temperature on the thermally generated background 

charge was tested using test pixels. According to the experimental results, 

this detector is not adequate to operate at room temperature because for 

5 min of storage time, for example, the background charge is already -90% 
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of the saturation level of the storage capacitor, hence the signal charge 
cannot be stored efficiently. But a t  lower temperatures, this detector works 

well, with a much lower amount of background charge. At -45OC with a 

storage time of 5 min, about 85% of the saturation level could be used to 

store the signal charge. By subtracting the background charge which was 

measured separately without light source, the signal charge could be 

measured easily even with a storage time of longer than 5 min at low 

temperatures, and this signal charge was linearly proportional to the input 

light amount up to about 85% of the saturation level, which indicates that 

there was no loss or distortion of the signal during the storage time. 

The thermal generation current which produces nearly all of the 

background charge in this type of storing photodetector was extensively 

analyzed. The Poole-Frenkel effect was found to be the most significant 

source of the thermal generation, and both the steady state and time- 

dependent current were modeled based on the Poole-Frenkel thermal 

emission process. The current model gave an excellent fit t o  the 

measurements and, using this model,' the operating conditions of the 

photodetector can be estimated. For a long storage time and low 

background charge, a thick device with a low operating voltage at low 

temperature is preferred, subject t o  the constraint that the voltage is high 

enough to  fully deplete the i-region. For a storage time of 5 min, an 

operating temperature of -26 OC was estimated with a 1 pm thick a-Si:H 

p-i-n diode and operating bias of 1 V. 
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Chapter 5 Photoconductive Gain 

5.1 Introduction 

Using a-Si:H p-i-n photodiodes, many applications in the detection of 
visible light, x-rays, y-rays, charged particles and neutrons have been 

investigated since the first experimental success of detecting x-rays using 

a-Si:H. [l-63 The basic principle involved in these previously reported 

radiation detection techniques is to  measure the signal which is induced by 

motion of the charge carriers along the depletion field in the reverse biased 

p-i-n diode as discussed in Chapter 2. The maximum number of charge 

camers collected in a reverse biased p-i-n diode is equal to  the number of 

photons which had interactions in the i-region of the diode, hence the 

maximum gain, which is defined as the ratio of the collected charge t o  the 
number of interacted photons, is unity. 

The photoconductive gain mechanism in a-Si:H, which is primarily 

due to hole trapping and subsequent charge neutralization, [7-91 has been 

investigated with various structures such as metal-i-metal, n-i-n, p-i-n and 

n-i-p-i-n, and photoconductive gains of more than 100 for the steady state 

photocurrent were reported. [7,10-131 Optical imaging devices utilizing this 

gain mechanism, which were based on Schottky diodes o r  n-i-n devices 

with coplanar or  sandwich structures have been successfully made from 

a-Si:H. E14201 

For radiation detection using a-Si:H, CsI(T1) is usually coupled to 

a-Si:H devices to  convert the radiation to visible light, and the fluorescence 
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decay time of CsI(T1) is about 1 psec.[21] Hence, the duration of light 

exposure is about 1 psec for a fast transit charged particle or a y-ray, and a 

few milliseconds for an x-ray exposure in medical imaging. For normal 

a-Si:H, it takes hundreds of microseconds or even a few milliseconds t o  

achieve steady state photoconductive gain. [11,15] Therefore during the 

short period of light exposure from CsI(T1) in radiation detection using 

a-Si:H devices, the full photoconductive gain may not be achieved. The 

transient photoconductive gain during a short period light exposure is not 

completely understood yet, but if a moderate gain can be obtained during a 

rather short period, this photoconductive gain mechanism may be applied 

t o  radiation detection such as a single charged particle or y-ray detection 

and x-ray imaging. 

In this chapter, the experimental results of the gain with a-Si:H 

p-i-n, n-i-n and n-i-p-i-n devices for rather short period of light pulses are 

discuss e d . 

5.2 Principles 

5.2.1 Primary Photocurrent and Secondary Photocurrent 

There are two types of photosensitive devices made of insulating or 
semiconducting materials: photoconductors and photodiodes. E191 The 

typical structures of a photodiode and a photoconductor are schematically 

shown in Fig. 5-1 (a) and (b). Usually, photodiodes have a sandwich 

structure, and photoconductors have gap geometry with coplanar 



P hofoconducting Blocking Contact Photoconducting 
material material 

(a> (b) 

u 
Ohmic Contact 

Fig. 5-1 Typical structures of (a) photodiode and (b) photoconductor. 
The contacts in a photodiode are blocking in reverse bias 
while those in a photo-conductor are ohmic. 

electrodes as shown in the figure, but, sometimes, sandwich structured 

photoconductors are also made.[11,20,22] The basic difference in these two 
devices is the type of the contacts. The contacts in photoconductors are 

ohmic, while photodiodes have blocking contacts when they are reverse 

biased. Due t o  this difference in the contacts, both the dark current and the 

photocurrent behaviors in photoconductors and reverse biased photodiodes 

are quite different. 

A blocking contact prevents injection of charge carriers through it, 

hence the dark current in a reverse biased photodiode is mainly due t o  the 

thermal generation current in the bulk of the device, k d  the maximum 

photocurrent is simply limited by the optical generation rate therefore the 

gain is limited to unity. The photocurrent in reverse biased photodiodes is 

termed primary photocurrent.[7,19,24] The flow of charge carriers in a 
reverse biased photodiode is shown in Fig. 5-2 (a). a-Si:H p-i-n devices are 

photodiodes since in reverse bias the n- and p- layer prevents injection of 

holes and electrons, respectively. The maximum photocurrent density of a 



Fig. 5-2 Schematic representation of photo-generated charge carrier flow 
in (a) reverse biased photodiode and (b) photoconductor. Circles 
with a -us represent photo-induced electrons and circles with 
a plus represent photo-induced holes. Solid circles in a 
photoconductor represent injected electrons from the cathode. 
Note that in a photodiode free carriers are generated only by 
photon interactions, while in a photoconductor injection of 
carriers (electrons in this case) enhances the photocurrent. 

reverse biased photodiode which is exposed t o  a uniform light which 

generates F electron-hole pairs per second per unit volume is 

where q is the charge of an electron and d is the thickness of the diode. In 

Eq. (5-1) the recombination of the charge carriers during their transit was 

neglected, that is, a full collection efficiency was assumed, which is a 

satisfying assumption when the reverse bias is sufficiently high such that 

the mean free path of the minority carriers is longer than the diode 

thickness and both the majority and minority charge carrier densities are 

low. The photoresponse speed of a-Si:H.photodiodes is fast (less than 

10 nsec) compared to that of photoconductors,[19] but the signal is small, 

hence they are suitable for high speed large signal measurements. 



In photoconductors or forward biased photodiodes, the contacts are 

ohmic, hence injection current flows when a bias is applied. Due to  this 

injection current, the dark current in forward biased photodiodes or  

photoconductors is much higher than the corresponding reverse biased 

photodiodes. The ohmic contacts can always supply the current required by 

the photoconductor and this mode of photocurrent is referred to  as a 

secondary photocurrent.[7,19,24] In this case, whenever a charge carrier 

which is induced by a photon reaches an electrode, it is replenished at the 

other electrode. Therefore the photocurrent keeps flowing until all the 

photo-induced carriers disappear by recombination. Various cases of 

secondary photocurrents are well described in Reference 24. The transport 

mechanism of the secondary photocurrent is schematically shown in 

Fig. 5-2 (b), in which single carrier (electron) injection is assumed. 

Usually, photoconductors or forward biased photodiodes have a high photo- 
signal but slow photoresponse and high dark current, therefore their usage 

is limited to  low event rate or steady state measurements of small signals. 

Derivations of the secondary photocurrent and the photoconductive gain in 

photoconductors are as follows. Consider a photoconductor which is made 

of an insulator or  a semiconductor with a single trap level and a single 

recombination level. Assuming electrons are the majority carriers and the 

contribution of hole photoconductivity is negligible, the continuity equations 

of electrons are 



where nf and nt are the free and trapped electron density, respectively, F is 
the optical generation rate which is assumed constant, zrel is the thermal 

excitation time of trapped electrons, z, is the trapping time of free electrons 

in the conduction band and q is the recombination lifetime of free electrons. 

n f / T h  corresponds t o  the trapping rate of fkee electrons by the single trap 

level, and nJzrel is the thermal release rate of the trapped electrons from the 

trap. In Eq. (5-2), free and trapped electron densities are assumed to be 
spatially uniform, and the thermal generation rate from the recombination 

centers is neglected because the number of electrons in the conduction band 

is mostly determined by the injected electrons rather than the thermally 

generated electrons. If we assume that z, << zrel and $r << q, the solution of 

Eq. (5-2) is 

where zres is the response time of the photoconductor defined as 

If there are no traps the response time is equal to the recombination 

lifetime of electrons q. If the time of interest t is much greater than ztr, Eq. 

(5-3) is reduced to the well known transient equation[241 

Using Eq. (5-3), the secondary photocurrent density can be derived as 



where t, is the transit time of a free electron from one contact to another. By 

dividing the secondary photocurrent in Eq. (5-6) by the maximum primary 

photocurrent in Eq. (5-1Iy the photoconductive gain is expressed as 

(5-7) 

where G,, = g/t, is the well known steady state photoconductive gain which 

was originally derived by Rose.[23,241 In steady state the ratio of rrel to ztT is 

equal to nt/nf7 hence the response time in Eq. (5-4) can be expressed as 

which is in agreement with Rose's de5nition of response time.[23] 

5.2.2 Photocurrent in a-SiBPhotoconductom 

Since a-Si:H has a distribution of trap levels in the forbidden gap, 

simple expressions of the continuity equations as in Eq. (5-2) are not  

adequate. Assuming K levels of traps in the forbidden gap, the continuity 

equations €or a-Si:H photoconductors are[25,28,29] 



i = 1,2,...K 

Of course it is not possible to  solve these K+1 set of differential equations 

analytically, but fkom the current expression in Eq. (5-6), we can expect that 

the rise of the photocurrent in a-Si:H photoconductors may be expressed 

with multicomponent exponentials. [25-271 The expected photocurrent 

density equation in a-Si:H photoconductors is 

(5-10) 

where Jss = JpriGss is the photocurrent density at steady state, zi is a 

response time which corresponds to the i-th trap and ai is a weighting 
factor which.represents the influence of the i-th trap to the photocurrent. 

The summation of ai is equal to 1. It is not easy to extract physically 

meaningfid information from ai due to the complexity of the differential 

equations, but we may conjecture that based on the expression in Eq. (5-6) 
q may be related to  the trapping time to the i-th trap. By the same 

procedure, the decay of the photocurrent density after shutting off the light 

can be expressed as 

(5-11) 

where J, is the photocurrent density at  the moment the light is shut off. 

The measured photocurrent shape in a forward biased a-Si:H p-i-n diode 



with a 1 msec light pulse is shown in Fig. 5-3 with the curves fitted by 

Eq. (5-10) and (5-11), where and T~ were used as fitting parameters. 

A more complete derivation of the transient photocurrent equation 
from Eq. (5-9) was performed by Schmidlin using Laplace transforms,[25] 

but still it is hard to correlate the resulting photocurrent equation with 

physical concepts. For a continuous distribution of traps in the forbidden 

gap, the photocurrent decay can also be described by a power of time.[25] 

Using a multiple trapping model and Fourier integral theorem, Pandya 

and Schiff numerically calculated the decay of photocurrents in 

photoconductors with an exponential distribution of traps as in a-Si:H, and 

both the power law and exponential behavior of the photocurrent decay were 

found.[28] The power law dependence of the photocurrent decay on time in 

Fig. 3 Photocurrent shape in a forward biased a-Si:H p-i-n 
diode with a 1 msec light pulse. The current is 
normalized to the maximum current at 1 msec. 3 V 
of forward bias was applied. Eq. (5-10) and (5-11) 
were used to fit the measurement. 
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a-Si:H photoconductors was also found by others. [15,17] 

When a low bias is applied to a photoconductor the transit time t, of 

an electron in the a-Si:H photoconductor is determined by Ohm's law and is 

given by 

d2 t, =- 
VPt? 

(5-12) 

where V is the applied bias and pe is the microscopic mobility of free 

electrons in the conduction band, which is about 10 cm2Nsec in intrinsic 

a-Si:H. Therefore, the steady state photocurrent density in a-Si:H 

photoconductors is linearly proportional to the applied bias at low voltage 

and can be expressed as 

(5-13) 

The p~ expression in Eq. (5-13)'is different fkom the p?s obtained from the 

time-of-flight measurements. p r  values are generally measured by the 

time-of-flight charge collection measurement, which is discussed in 

Chapter 2, or the steady state photoconductivity measurement. The p~ 

value obtained from the steady state photoconductivity measurement is a 

product of the microscopic mobility and the recombination lifetime and is 

about two orders of magnitude greater than the prvalue obtained from the 

TOF measurement, which is a product of the drift mobility and the deep 

trapping time. [30-3 3 J 

When a sufficiently high bias is applied to an a-Si:H photoconductor 

like an n-i-n device such that the number of injected electrons is greater 

than that of the photo-induced electrons, the transit time t ,  of an electron is 
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equal to the dielectric relaxation time of the photoconductor due to the space 

charge effect.[23,24] In this case the steady state photocurrent is no longer 
linearly proportional to  the applied bias, but rather sensitive to  the dark 

current since the dielectric relaxation time tQ is dependent on the dark 

current as 

(5-14) 

where &si is the dielectric constant of a-Si:H, Tt represents the characteristic 

temperature of the exponential distribution of traps and Jd is the space 

charge limited dark current density which is given by[34-37] 

(5-15) 

where C is a constant which depends on the material properties. 

5.3 Experimental 

The photoconductive gain in a-Si:H devices was measured o n  two 

time scales: one for a short pulse of visible light (-e 1 psec) which simulates 

the transit of an energetic charged particle, and the other for a rather long 

pulse of light (1 msec) which simulates x-ray exposure in medical imaghg. 

Two definitions of photoconductive gain were used: current gain and 

charge gain which is an integration of the current gain. 
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. .  

5.3.1 Devices 

Various device types such as p-i-n, n-i-n and n-i-p-i-n structures 

were fabricated and tested. Test samples were fabricated using our PECVD 

machine and all of the samples had sandwich structure. The thicknesses 

of the i-layers were I - 30 pm for p-i-n diodes, 14 p for n-i-n devices and 

1 p for the thick &layer of n-i-p-i-n diodes. The thin i-layer in the n-i-p-i-n 

diodes was about 30 nm thick, and the p-layer was about 15 nm thick and 

slightly doped with boron (500 ppm of diborane) to suppress the dark 

current without affecting the photoconductive gain mechanism by 

recombination of electrons in the p-Iayer.[ll] The n- and p- layers of the 
p-i-n diodes were thick enough to  prevent tunneling of electrons or  holes in 

reverse biased condition, but thin enough to let the light pass through those. 

These layers provided ohmic contacts in forward bias which is essential for 

the photoconductive gain as discussed in Section 5.2.1. 

~53.2 Experimental System 

The measurements of the photo-signal were performed on two 

different time scales. In order to  simulate the transit of a fast charged 

particle, an LED of 0.2 psec pulse width was used, and for the simulation of 

x-ray exposure, 1 - 30 msec of LED light was incident on the samples. 

The conventional experimental system for detecting single particles 

was used for the short pulse measurement, and is shown in Fig. 5-4 (a). As 

the signal is processed through the charge sensitive preamplifier and the 

shaping amplifier, the signal amplitude displayed on  the oscilloscope is 
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Charge- Shaping scope 

Fig. 5-4 

sensitive amplifier 
amplifier 

Experimental systems for photoconductive gain 
measurements. A conventional radiation 
measurement system (a) was used for short light 
pdse measurements, and with a long light pulse 
the photocurrent was directly read by an 
oscilloscope via AC coupling (b). 

- 
approximately proportional to the charge which is an integration of the 

photocurrent during the shaping amplifier integration time. Therefore the 

gain obtained in the short pulse measurements is a charge gain. The gain 

of a p-i-n or  n-i-p-i-n diode was calculated by dividing the photo-signal in 

forward bias by the maximum signal in reverse bias, which was also used 

to  calculate the gain in an n-i-n device which had the same thickness and 

transparency as the corresponding p-i-n diode. 

For the long pulse measurements, the photocurrents from the 
sample devices were directly measured as shown in Fig. 5-4 (b). Using AC 

coupling, the DC dark current could be separated from the photocurrent. 

The RC time constant of the measuring system was made long enough to 

prevent decay of the photocurrent level. The data of the measured 

photocurrent was stored in a computer which is connected to  the digital 

oscilloscope. The measured photocurrent was integrated in the computer, 

and both the current gain and the charge gain were calculated by 

comparing the amplitude in forward bias and in reverse bias as in the short 

pulse measurements. 
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5.4 Results andhalyses 

5.4.1 Longi,iphtpuzSes 

For a 1 msec light pulse, the photocurrent obtained with a 14 pm 

thick p-i-n diode is shown in Fig. 5-5. The photocurrent is normalized to  the 

maximum value in reverse bias to  show the gain. To achieve a unity gain 

in reverse bias, the detector bias should be higher than the depletion bias 

which is defined as the required bias for full depletion of the i-region. More 

than 200 V was needed to obtain the unity gain in reverse bias with this 

diode, while the unity gain could be easily achieved with about 1.5 V in 

forward bias. The photocurrent increased almost linearly with the applied 

a, > 
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.- 
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8 
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Fig. 5-5 The photocurrent in a 14 p thick p-i-n diode as a 
function of detector bias when a 1 msec of light is 
illuminated. The current is normalized to the 
maximum value in reverse bias to  show gain. 
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forward bias and reached its maximum value of 17'at  13 V; the gain 

decreased at higher forward bias as discussed in Section 5.4.3. 

For a 1 msec light pulse, the current gain of the same thickness n-i-n 
device is compared with that of the p-i-n diode in Fig. 5-6 (a) and (b) as a 

function of detector bias and dark current density, respectively. At low 

biases the gain in the p-i-n diode is higher than that of the n-i-n device, but 

at higher biases the gain of the p-i-n diode decrease while that of the n-i-n 

device keeps increasing and at 100 V the current gain is about 110. While 

the gain behaviors of the p-i-n and n-i-n devices are quite different when 

those are plotted as bc t ions  of detector bias as in Fig. 5-6 (a), they showed 

similar dependencies on the dark current at a low current level as shown 

in Fig. 5-6 (b). The current gain of the n-i-n device was found to be 

proportional to Jdo.6, where Jd  is the dark current density. From these 

results, we may say that the photoconductive gain is mainly determined by 

the dark current rather than the applied bias. This dependence of the 
photoconductive gain on the dark current level was also expected fi-om 

Eq. (5-14). At low dark currents, the gains of the p-i-n diode and n-i-n device 

of the same thickness were almost the same for the same dark current. 

The dark current densities of the p-i-n and n-i-n devices are plotted in 

Fig. 5-7 as functions of the detector bias. The dark current in the p-i-n diode 

is recombination limited as a result of double injection of carriers, and the 

power law behavior of the dark current on the voltage ( J d  - p) was observed 

as reported by others.[11,38,39] At low voltages, the dark current in the 

n-i-n device is ohmic, hence it is linearly proportional to  the detector bias. 

At higher voltages (> 15 V), since the n-i-n device is a single carrier 
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Fig. 5-6 Comparisons of the photoconductive current gains 
in p-i-n diode and n-i-n device. The thickness of the 
devices is 14 pm and both devices have the same 
transparency. 1 msec of light was e x p o s e d .  
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Detector bias (V) 

Fig. 5-7 Dependence of the dark current on the applied bias 
in forward biased p-i-n diodes and n-i-n devices. 

(electron) device, the dark current is space charge limited and follows the 

expression Eq. (5-15). As the dark current in the n-i-n device is space 

charge limited it is much lower than that of the same thickness p-i-n diode 

at a same voltage as shown in Fig. 5-7.[11,38] 

The charge gains of a 14 p m  thick p-i-n diode and a same thickness 

n-i-n device for 1 msec light pulse are shown in Fig. 5-8 (a) and (b) as 

functions of dark current density with various integration times. Due to the 

long decay time of the photocurrent after shutting of the light, the charge 

gain is higher for a longer integration time in both p-i-n and n-i-n devices. 

The behaviors of the charge gain in the p-i-n diode and n-i-n device are very 

similar to  those of the current gain described above. The maximum charge 

gain in the p-i-n diode for 5 msec of integration time was about 20 at the 

dark current density of 0.5 mA/cm2, and for the same integration time a 
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Fig. 5-8 Charge gains in 14 p m  thick p-i-n diode and n-i-n 
device as functions of dark-current density. Similar 
behaviors as in the current gains are seen. 
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charge gain of 260 could be achieved in the n-i-n device at the dark current 

density of 6 mA/cm2. The charge gains in the n-i-n device were 

proportional t o  J d a ,  where a = 0.56 - 0.63. 

The n-i-p-i-n diodes showed similar gain behavior as the n-i-n 

devices. This is because an n-i-p-i-n diode is basically an n-i-n device with a 

very slightly doped p-layer which is thin and located close to  one end of the 

device, hence the overall properties are similar to those of the n-i-n device 

except that it has the polarity of the operation bias, that is, if a negative bias 

is applied to  the thin i-layer side it is in reverse bias. The measured 

photocurrent in an n-i-p-i-n diode for 10 msec light pulse is shown in 

Fig. 5-9 (a) as a function of the detector bias in reverse and forward, where 
the photocurrent is normalized to  the maximum value in reverse bias to  

show the gain. The current gain as a function of dark current density is 

plotted in Fig. 5-9 (b), and is also proportional to Jdoe6. 

5.82 ShortTAgrht pulses 

The gains of 14 p m  thick p-i-n and n-i-n devices for short light pulse 

(0.2 psec) are shown in Fig. 5-10 as functions of dark current density with 

two different shaping amplifier integration times. As in the case of long 

light pulses, longer integration time produced larger gains. For short light 

pulses, the behavior of the p-i-n and n-i-n devices was almost identical to  

each other for the same dark current, and at a dark current density of 

10 131A/cm2, gains of 3 and 6 are shown in Fig. 5-10 with the integration 

times of 1 and 5 psec, respectively. A similar behavior was also found with 
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Fig. 5-9 The current gain as a function of (a) detector bias 
and (b) dark current density in 1 p' n-i-p-i-n diode. 
10 msec of light was exposed. 
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Fig. 5-10 The charge gains of p-i-n and n-i-n devices for 
0.2 psec of light pulse. The integration time was 
controlled in the shaping amplifier. 

the n-i-p-i-n diodes. The maximum gains obtained with our best samples at 

a dark current density of 10 d c m 2  were 6 and 9 for integration times of 

1 psec and 5 psec, respectively. These maximum values were achieved 

after annealing the samples at 16OOC for a week. The annealing effects are 

discussed in Section 5.4.4. 

5.4.3 Decay Characteristics 

In order to  investigate the characteristics of the current decay, which 

is related to  the charge gains, the photocurrents of p-i-n and n-i-n devices 

after a short pulse of light were measured. In Fig. 5-11 (a) and (b), the 
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measured photocurrent shapes at two different dark current densities are 

compared. At the same dark current densities, the initial decay times of 

the p-i-n and n-i-n devices are almost identical, and this explains why their 

gains are almost the same for the short light pulses at any dark current 
level. At higher dark current levels, however, the photocurrent of the p-i-n 

diode decays faster than that of the n-i-n device for the longer time scales as 

shown in Fig. 5-11 (b). To extract more information about the decay 

characteristics in long time scales, the time (T30%) taken to  reach 30% of the 

peak photocurrent after 1 msec of light exposure was measured with p-i-n 

diode and n-i-n device, and the results are shown in Fig. 5-12 (a) and (b). 
The T30% of the n-i-n device increases approximately linearly with the 

detector bias and proportional t o  Jd0-4, while that of the p-i-n diode decreases 

as the bias increases and is approximately proportional to  the reciprocal of 

the detector bias and also proportional to Jd''s3. The decreasing decay time 

constant (T30%) in the p-i-n diode may be explained by the decrease of the 

electron lifetime. As the forward bias increases, the dark current 

increases due to the increased amount of electrons and holes by double 

injections from the contacts, and correspondingly the quasi-Fermi energy 

levels of the electrons and holes move toward the band edges since they are 

related to the free carrier densities as . 

(5-15) 

where E, is the conduction band edge, E, is the valence band edge, E F n  and 

E F ~  is the quasi-Fermi energy level of electrons and holes, respectively, Nc 
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Fig. 5-12 T30% of p-i-n and n-i-n devices. TS0% is defined in 
the text. 
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and Nu is the density of states at the conduction band edge and valence band 

edge, respectively, nf is the free electron density and p f  is the free hole 

density. Accordingly, the demarcation levels also move toward the band 

edges making the recombination centers broadened, [7,23,24] therefore more 

recombination of electrons and holes occurs and eventually the lifetime of 

the electrons is decreased. Due t o  this decrease in the lifetime, the 

photocurrent of the p-i-n diode decreases at high forward biases, since J,, in 

Eq. (5-10) and (5-13) is proportional to the electron lifetime q. At low biases, 

however, the increase of the value in the parenthesis in Eq. (5-10) is more 

dominant than the decrease in Jss with the bias, hence the photocurrent 

increases with the bias. The decrease of electron lifetime and 

photoconductive gain with the increase of voltage in p-i-n diodes has also 

been found by others.[12,13] 

5.4.4 AnnealinffEffects 

In a-Si:H the dangling bonds are known t o  be the dominant 

recombination centers. [7-91 Therefore, if the density of the dangling bonds 

is reduced somehow the recombination rate will be reduced and the lifetime 

of the electrons will be increased. The effect of the dangling bond density on 

the steady state photoconductivity has been investigated by many groups 

and the increase in dangling bond density has been found to  cause 

reduction in photoconductivity.[8,13,40] It has been shown that the 

increased defect densities in the degraded a-Si:H devices can be reduced 

almost t o  the original values by annealingJ41-441 and improvements of the 
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Fig. 5-13 Charge gains in a 14 pm p-i-n diode for 0.2 psec 
light pulse before and after annealing. 

steady state photoconductivity in degraded samples by annealing have also 

been reported. [13,421 

Some of the p-i-n and n-i-n samples were annealed at 160 OC for a 

week and the ionized dangling bond densities were reduced t o  60 - 70% of 

the original values. After annealing both the current gains and charge 

gains in p-i-n and n-i-n devices were improved t o  120% - 200% of the values 

before annealing, indicating that the dangling bond density was reduced 

and the electron lifetime was increased as a result of annealing. The 

improvement of the charge gains after annealing in a 14 pm p-i-n diode for 

0.2 psec light pulses is shown in Fig. 5-13 as an example. For 1 psec of 
integration time, the gain at a dark current density of 10 d c m 2  was 

improved by 100% after annealing. 
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5.4.5 Measurements with Actual Radiation Sources 

The long light pulse measurements with n-i-n devices were repeated 

using an x-ray source instead of an LED. A 900 pm CsI(T1) layer was 

coupled to the n-i-n device during measurements. The gain behavior was 

the same as in the case of using LED light, that is, proportional to Jdob.  In 

order t o  see the response of the photocurrent to  the variation of the light 

intensity, the photocurrents were measured with various x-ray intensities 

at  different dark current densities, and are plotted in Fig. 5-14 as functions 

of light intensity.[45] The photocurrents are proportional to  the 0.9 power of 

the light intensity. The power law dependence of the photocurrent on the 

light intensity is a quite common characteristic of the photocurrent in 
photoconductors. [20,23,24] 
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Fig. 5-14 Response of the photocurrent in an n-i-n device to  
the variation of the light intensity. 
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Fig. 5-15 Pulse height spectrum of 1 MeV beta particles 
measured with a p-i-n diode coupled to  CsI('Il) in (a) 
reverse bias and (b) forward bias. 
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Using the short pulse measurement system with a p-i-n diode 
coupled to  CsI(Tl), the beta particles from a SrS0 source were measured both 

in reverse and forward bias. The pulse height spectrum of the measured 

signal in reverse bias and forward bias is shown in Fig. 5-15 (a) and (b), 

respectively.[45] It is easily seen in these graphs that the signal size was 

increased by a factor of about four in forward bias compared to the signal in 

reverse bias, and as much as -92,000 electron-hole pairs were collected in 

forward bias for a 1 MeV beta particle. The signal in forward bias, 

however, has a higher noise level which is mainly shot noise due to the 

high dark current. But the same gain with less noise can be achieved by 

making the pixel area small since the gain is dependent on the dark 

current density while the noise is dependent on the total dark current 
rather than dark current density. 

5.5 Discussion 

The transient photoconductive gains were measured with p-i-n, n-i-n and 

n-i-p-i-n devices. For rather long light pulses ( 2 1 msec), n-i-n and 

n-i-p-i-n devices showed higher gains than p-i-n diodes, while for short 

pulses ( < 1 psec) the gain was almost the same for all the devices. The 

decay times of the p-i-n diode and n-i-n device were almost identical in short 

time scales, hence the gains were almost the same. In longer time scales, 

however, the decay time of the photocurrent in p-i-n diodes decreased as the 

forward bias was increased, which caused the photoconductive gain to 
decrease at high biases. The decrease o f  the decay time in p-i-n diodes at 

high dark current level is expected to be due to the decrease of electron 
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lifetime. The gains were improved by annealing at  160 O C ,  and the 

maximum gain of 9 could be obtained for short light pulses with 5 psec of 

integration time at a dark current density of -10 mA/cm2, and more than 

200 could be achieved for 1 msec light pulses with 5 msec integration time at 

the same dark current density. Using a beta-ray source the actual 

radiation measurements were performed, and with a gain of about four, 

92,000 electron-hole pairs on average could be collected fkom a 1 MeV beta 

particle. From x-ray intensity measurements, the output photocurrent of 

an n-i-n device was found to be proportional t o  0.9 power of the light 
intensity, which is a general behavior in most photoconductors. As the 

gain is high with a long light pulse, the photoconductive mechanism may 

be applied to medical x-ray imaging such that the dose to patients can be 
reduced at the same signal size. Single charged particle detection using 

photoconductive gain mechanism is expected to have higher noise level due 

to  higher dark current compared to the conventional methods of radiation 

detection using reverse biased a-Si:H p-i-n diodes. This can, however, be 

reduced by making pixels with small area. As the photoconductive gain 

depends on the dark current density, the same gain can still be obtained 

with reduced pixel area, while the shot noise is reduced by the decreased 

pixel area. - 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion 

Hydrogenated amorphous silicon radiation detectors. have been 

investigated in connection with applications to medical imaging. Utilizing 

the capability of large area deposition and high radiation hardness, the 

a-Si:H pixel arrays can be used in digital radiography and radioisotope 

imaging in nuclear medicine. For x-ray and y-ray imaging, pixel arrays of 

thin a-Si:H p-i-n photodiodes are coupled to a scintillating layer such as 

CsI(T1). 

Prototypes of a-Si:H based gamma cameras were designed and their 

performances were estimated from Monte Carlo simulations. These 

cameras do not  need the photomultiplier tubes, hence their size and weight 

are less then those of the conventional gamma cameras. Two types of 

a-Si:H based gamma cameras were proposed. One (type A) is composed of a 

scintillating layer, an a-Si:H p-i-n photodiode pixel -array and a charge 

sensitive preamplifier in each pixel, and would be operated in the event-by- 

event mode with y-energy selection as conventional gamma cameras. A 

type A camera, however, requires complex fabrication processes due to the 

pixel amplifiers. The other (type B) is composed of a scintillating layer and 

a-Si:H p-i-n photodiode pixels which are attached to storage capacitors, and 

would be operated in the current-integrating mode, in which scattered 

y photons cannot be rejected. In order to  predict the performance of the 

proposed type B a-Si:H based gamma camera, Monte Carlo codes were 

made using Fortran 77, and the effect of y scattering was extensively 

investigated. From the simulation results, the intrinsic spatial resolution 

of the proposed a-Si:H based gamma camera (FWHM e 3 mm) was better 

than that of the conventional gamma cameras (FWHM = 3 - 4 mm). Due to 
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the y scattering, however, the images obtained with the type B a-Si:H based 

gamma camera were more blurred than those of conventional gamma 

cameras. The blurred images, however, were improved considerably by 

deconvolution such as Wiener filtering. According to the simulation 

results, type B a-Si:H based gamma cameras should be suitable for imaging 

shallow organs such as the thyroid. 

Prototype samples of a charge-storage pixel detector suitable for a 

type B a-Si:H based gamma camera were made and the storage 
performance in terms of background charge generation and maximum 

storage time was investigated. It was found that at room temperature, the 

thermal generation current was so high that the storage capacitor was 

saturated with the background charge in a short time, but, as the thermal 

generation process is significantly dependent on the ambient temperature, 

the background charge could be reduced remarkably by lowering the 

temperature. At -20°C, for example, the test samples could store the signal 

charge as long as 5 min with little influence from background charge. In 

order to  estimate the charge storage behavior, thermal generation current 

in a reverse biased a-Si:H p-i-n diode was also investigated theoretically. 

The measurements and theoretical calculation results were in excellent 

agreement, and showed that the Poole-Frenkel effect was the dominant 
source of  thermal generation current under our operation conditions. A 

voltage- and time-dependent thermal generation current model for the 

charge storage pixel detector was developed, with which the operation 

conditions of the proposed gamma cameras could be predicted. 

The transient photoconductive gain in a-Si:H was investigated with 

various configurations of devices such as p-i-n, n-i-n and n-i-p-i-n in 
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connection with applications t o  digital radiography and more general 

radiation detection. For short light pulses (c 1 psec), which simulate the 

fast transit of charged particles, the gain was almost the same for all the 

devices at the same dark current level, while for rather longer light pulses 

(2 1 msec), which simulate the x-ray exposure in digital radiography, n-i-n 
and n-i-p-i-n devices produced higher gains than p-i-n diodes. In order 'to 

study the characteristics of the transient photoconductive gain, the decay 

times of the photocurrent were measured. From the experimental results, 

the decay times of the photocurrents in short time scales (c 10 psec) were 

almost the same in all devices at the same dark current level, while on 

longer time scales (> 10 psec) the photocurrents in p-i-n diode decayed 

faster than those of the other devices. This explains why the gains for the 

short light pulses are almost the same in all devices but are lower in p-i-n 

diodes for the long light pulses at the same dark current levels. With short 
1 

light pulses (0.2 psec) a maximum gain of 9 could be achieved, and for long 

light pulses (1 msec) the gain was more than 200. As the gain is high for 

long light pulses, this photoconductive gain mechanism can  enhance the . 

signal levels in digital radiography, or, at the same signal size, the dose to 

patients can be reduced. 
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Programs for the Monte Carlo Simulations in Chapter 3 

C 0BJECTIMAGE.FOR (Main Code) 

C This program simulates the IMAGE of the gamma rays from distributed sources in 
C WATERPHANTOM. 
C The output is the distribution of the photons in a 2-D detector array 

+ 

REAL FwHMDATA( 17) 
aAL IMAGE_HNRATIO, IMAGE( 128,128), NGAMMA 
REAL ESPECT(256) 
DOUBLE PRECISION NCST,NPA,NOB,NLE,NTOTAL,NCOLL, 

INTEGER*4 NORMALSPOT,HOTSPOT,PNORMAL,,PHOT 
CHARACTER COLTYPE*16 
DATA IMAGE/16384*0./ 
DATA ESPECT/256*0J 

NSCINT,SCST,SPAT,SEST,VDETl", MU, WZ1 , STRANGE 

OPEN (1 ,FILE='RAN-SEED.DAT',STATUS='OLD) 
OPEN (3,FILE='HIGH-RESOL.DAT',STATUS='OLD) 
OPEN ( lO,FILE='SUMMARY.OUT',STATUS='NEW) 
READ (I,*) Ix 

C .Constants and Source Parameters 
PI = 3.141592654 
EGS = 140.E-3 !Source Energy mwl 
NGAMMA = 1.OE9 
IMAGE_HNRATIO = 3.0 
PNORMAL, = 1992 
PHOT = 8 

LINE-NORMAL = 8 
LINE-HOT = 2 

!total # of Gamma Sources in source object 
!HotNormd ratio in detector image 
!# of normal source elements 
!# of hot source elements 

! # of elements along a vertical line which passes the hot elements 

! # of Gamma Sources in a normal and hot source elements 
TERMM = (IMAGE-HNRATIO*(ORMAL+L~-HOT)- 
LTNE-NORMATI)/LINE-HOT 
NORMALSPOT = MNT(NGA.MMN(I?NORMI\L+PHOT*TERMhQ) 
HOTSPOT = NORMALSPOT*NINT(TERMM) 
SOURCE_HNRATIO = FLOAT(HOTSPOT/NORMALSPOT) 

C Geometrical Parameters 
! 1. Source Distribution 

XSRCH = 4.0 

YSRCH = 2.0 

ZSRCH = 1 I .O 
ZSRCL = 7.0 
NSRCX = 20 
NSRCY = 10 

XSRCL = -XSRCH 

YSRCL = -YSRCH 

!Object max x-value 
min 'I 'I 

rnax y-value 
min I' 

max z-vdue 
min It 

!# of pixels in x-direction 

1 I1 11 

1 I1 11 

1 II II 

1 11 II 

1 11 II 

I I1 II 11 II Y 
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NSRCZ= 10 
DELSRC = 0.4 

! 2. Water Phantom 
XPH = 15.0 
XPL = -XPH 
YPH= 15.0 
YPL = -YPH 
ZPH = 15. 
ZPL = 0. 

! 3. Collimator 
! Type: High-Resolution 

COLTYPE = 'High-Resolution 
READ (3,") DELC 

+ 
+ 
+ 

z I t  
1 II I I  

iPixel size of the Object 

!Phantom m a .  x-value 
rnin. It " 

m a .  y-value 
min. 'I I' 

max. z-value 
min. I' 

I It  It  

I I I  11 

I I1 I t  

1 11 11 

I1  I t  

READ (3,*) (FwHMDATA(J),J=1,17) 
XCH = 8.4 
XCL = -XCH 
APPROX (XCH-XCL)/DELC 
NC = INT(APPR0X) 
IF (APPROX.GT.NC) NC=NC+l 

!NCA2 = # of collimator pixels 

XCH = FLOAT(NC)*DELC/2. 
XCL = -XCH 
YCH = XCH 
YCL = -YcH 

XSH = 8.4 
XSL =-XSH 
YSH = XSH 
YSL =-YSH 
ZSH = 0.5 
ZSL = 0.0 

XDH = 6.4 
XDL =-XDH 
YDH=XDH 
YDL=-YDH 
ND= 128 
DELD = (YDH-YDL)/FLOAT(ND) 

! 4. Scintillator 

! 5Detector 

C 
C Energy Spectrum Parameters 
C 

EMIN = 0.0 
EMAX = EGS 
NE = 256 
DELE = (EM.AX-EMIN)ELOAT(NE-l) 
EMINV = EMIN - DELE"O.5 
EMAXV = EMAX + DELE"0.5 

C 
C Print System Specifications 
C 

CALL HEADING (EGS,NORMALSPOT,HOTSPOT,PNORMALyPHOT7 
LINE-NORMAL,LINE_HOT,NGAMMA,S OURCE_HNRATIO, 
IMAGE_HNRATIO,XSRCH,YSRCH,ZSRCH,ZSRCL,NSRCX, 
NSRCY ,NSRCZ,DELSRC,XPH,Y"H,ZPH,COLTYPE,XCH,YCH,YCH, 
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!Collimator max. x-value [cm] 
min. I' 'I Ecml 

! max. y-value [cm] 
min. I t  [cml 

1 I I  II 

1 I I  II 

!Scint. max. x-value [cml 
!Scint. min. x-value [cml 
!Scint. max. y-value Ecml 
!Scint. min. y-value [cml 
!Scint. max. z-value (top) [cm] 
!Scint. min. z-value (bottom) [cm] 

!Detector max. x-value [cml 
!Detector min. xTvalue [cml 
!Detector max. y-value [cml 
!Detector min. y-value Ecml 

!Detector Pixel Size [cml 
!NDA2 = # of detector pixels 

!Mia gamma energy LMevl 
!Max. gamma energy [MeV] 

1 [MeV 
Fievl 

!# of energy channels 
!Energy width for each channel[MeV] 
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+ NC,DELC,XSH,YSH,ZSH,XDH,YDH,ND,DELD,EMIN,EMAX, + NE,DELE) 
C 
C Number of Events 
C 
! 1. In the Water Phantom 

NCST = 0.0 
NPA = 0.0 
NOB = 0.0 
NLE = 0.0 

!Total # of Compton Scatterings 
!Total # of Photoelectic Absorptions 
!Total # of Out of Boundary Escapings 
!Total # of Too Low Photon Energy Events 

! 2. In the Collimator 
NCOLL = 0.0 
NSCINT = 0.0 

!Total # of Gamma Photons Arrived at Collimator 
!TOM # of Detected Gamma Photons 

! 3. In the Scintillator (CsI(T1)) 
SCST = 0.0 
SPAT = 0.0 
SEST = 0.0 
VF'HOTT = 0.0 
VDEm = 0.0 

!Total # of Compton Scatterings 
!Total # of Photoelectric Absorption 
!Total # of Escaping of Gamma Photons 
!Total # of Generated Visible Photons 
!Total # of Undetected Visible Photons 

DO 105 KZ=1 ,NSRCZ 
DO 102 KY=l,NSRCY 
DO 100 KX=l,NSRCX 

XS1= XSRCL + FLOAT(=-1)"DELSRC 
YS 1 = YSRCL + FLOAT(KY-1)"DELSRC 
ZS1= ZSRCL + FLOAT(KZ-1)"DELSRC 

C 
C Source Strength 
C 

IF ((KX.GE.lO).AND.(KX.LE.l l).AND.(KY.GE.5).AND.(KY.LE.6).A.ND. + (KZ.GE.S).AND.(KZ.LE.6)) THEN . 
NSOURCE = HOTSPOT 

NSOTJRCE = NORMALSPOT 
ELSE 

ENDIF 

DO 100 I=l,NSOURCE 

XS = XSl + RAN(IX)*DELSRC 
YS = YS1+ RAN(IX)*DELSRC 
ZS = ZSl t RAN(IX)*DELSRC 

C 
C In the Water Phantom 
C 

NCS = 0 !# of Compton Scatterings for a Single Gamma Ray 

EGl =EGS 
x 1  =xs 
Y1 =YS 
21 =zs 
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! Direction of Source Photon (Isotropic) 

912 
PHI = RAN(M)*2.*PI 
WZl = -1. + RAN@L) 

WX1= SQRTWZl *COS(PHI) 
WYl = SQRTWZl*SIN(PHI) 

!Isotropic btwn Wz = -1 - 0 
IF ((WZ1.LT.-l.).OR.(WZl.GT.O.)) GOTO 912 
SQRrWZl= SQRT(l.-WZ1**2.) 

! Next Collision Position 
20 CALL CROSSWATER(EG1 ,SIGC,SIGP,SIGT) !Cross-Sections in 

!Water [cm*- 1 J 
H = RAN@) 
IF (H .EQ. 0.0) GOTO 20 
S = -LOG(H)/SIGT !Traveling Distance 
x 2  = xl+ S*wxl 
Y2 = Y1+ S*wYl 
22 = Zl + S*WZl 
IF (22.GT.ZPH) THEN 

GOTO 30 !Out of Boundary 
ELSElF (Z2.LT.ZPL) THEN xc = XI - Zl*wX1/wZ1 

YC = Y1- Zl*WYI/wZl 
IF ((XC.LT.XCL).OR.(XC.GT.XCH)) GOTO 30 - 

GOTO 40 

IF ((X2.LT.XPL).OR.(XZ.GT.XPH)) GOTO 30 
IF ((Y2.LT.YPL).OR.(Y2.GT.YPH)) GOTO 30 

!x-position of collision 
!y-position of collision 
!z-position of collision 

!x-value of Photon Position on Collimator 
!y-value of Photon Position on Collimator 

!Out of ColLBoundary 

!Photon Arrived at Collimator 
I 1  I1 IF ((YC.LT.YCL).OR.(YC.GT.YCH)) GOTO 30 ! I t  I' 

ELSE 
!Out of Boundary 
1 I t  II 

ENDIF 

! Collision Type 
PP = SIGP/SIGT 
H = RAN(IX) 

! 1 .Photoelectric Absorption 
IF (H.LE.PP) THEN 

ENDIF 

NF'A=NPA+ 1.0 
GOTO 50 

!Probability of Photoelectric Effect 

! 2.Compton Scattering 
9 1 1 CALL COMPTONR(lX,EGl ,EG2,MU) !Obtain Eg2 and mu 

NCS = NCS + 1 
IF ((MU.LT.-l.).OR.(MU.GT.l.)) GOTO 91 1 

! Photon with Too Low Energy 
IF (EG2.LT.O.01) THEN 

NLE=NLE+ 1.0 
GOTO 50 

ENDIF 
! Direction of Scattered gamma Ray 

PHI = 2*PI*RANO !Sampling of azimuthal angle(isotropic) 
CP = cos(PHI) 

[radian] 

SP = SIN(PHI) 
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t 

IF ((WZl.EQ.-I.O).OR.(WZI.EQ.1.0)) THEN 
TERM1 = SQRT( 1 .-MU**2.) 
w x 2  = TERM1"CP 
wY2 = ERMl*SP 
w z 2  = wz1 *Mu 

ELSE 
STRANGE = (l.-MU*"2.)/(1.-WZl**2.) 
IF (STRANGE.LT.O.0) THEN 

WRITE(*,*) 'MU=',MU,' WZl=',WZl, 
'NEGATIVE STRANGE 

GOTO 50 
ENDIF 
TERM1 = S Q R T ( S W G E )  
WX2 = TERMl*(WYl*CP + WXl*WZl*SP) +WXl*MU 
wY2 =TERMl*(-WXl*CP+wY1*Wz1*SP) +wYl*Mu 
WZ2 = -SQRT((l .-WZ1**2.)*(1.-Mu**2.))*SP + WZl*MU 

ENDIF 

EGl =EG2 
x 1  =x2 
Yl=Y2 
z 1  = z 2  
wxl=Wx2 
w Y l = w Y 2  
WZl =wn 
GO TO 20 !Continue to travel 

! Photon out of ROI 
30 NOB=NOB+l.O 

C 
C In the Collimator 
C 
40 

GOTO 50 

NCOLL = NCOLL + 1 .O 

C Rejected or Transmitted by the Collimator 
I2 = INT(Z1) 
FWHM = (FWHMDATA(IZ+2)-FW€€MDATA(IZ+l))* 

DDO =2. *SQRT((XC-X 1) * *2.+(YC-Y 1 )* *2.) 
+ (Zl-FLOAT(IZ))+FWHMDATA(E+l) 

! Rejected by the Collimator 
IF @DO.GT.FWHM) GOTO 50 

! Accepted by the Collimator 
! 1. Position of gamma in the collimator 
C QX = (XC-XCL)/DELC+l . 
C QY = (YC-YCL)/DELC+l. 
C II=I[NT(QY) 
C JJ=INT(QX) 
C 
C 
C 
C 

IF (II.EQ.NC+l) II = NC 
IF (JJ.EQ.NC+l) JJ = NC 
COLLPHOTON(II,JJ) = COLLPHOTON(II,JJ) + 1. 
COLLENERGY(II,JJ) = COLLENFiRGY(II,JJ) + EGl 
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! 2. Energy Spectrum 
QE = (EGl-EMINV)/DELE + 1. E = INT(QE) P 

IF (IE.EQ.NE+l) IE = NE 
ESPECT(IE) = ESPECT(IE) + 1. 

C 
C In the Scintillator 
C 

N S C W  = NSCINT i- 1.0 
CALL PSFCSI (IX,EG~,XC,YC,XSH,XSL,YSH,YSL,ZSH,ZSL,XDH, + XDL,YDH,YDL,ND,DELD,SCST,SPAT,SEST,VPHOTT, 

+ VDE'IT,IMAGE) 

50 

100 CONTINUE 
WRITE( * , *) 'ICY=' ,KY 

102 CONTINUE 
WRITE(*, *) 'Kz=',Kz 
WRITE(*,*) 

NCST = NCST -I- FLOAT(NCS) 

C 
C Print Output Images 
C 
! IMAGE-OUT 

OPEN (1 3,FILWIMAGE.0UT',STATUS='NEW1) 
DO 90 kND, 1,-1 

90 WRITE( 13,1000) (IMAGE(J,K),K=l ,ND) 
1000 FORMAT(8( 1 X,E9.3)) 

CLOSE (13) 

. 105 CONTINUE 

C c statistics 
C 
! 1 .Water Phantom 

NTOTAL = NPA + NCST 
PPAl = NPA/N"OTAL*lOO. 
PCS = 100. - PPAl 
FNGAMMA = lOO./NGAMMA 
PPA2 =NPA*FNGAMMA 
POB = NOB*FNGAMMA 
PLE = NLE*FNGAMMA 

PCOLL = NCOLLTNGAMMA 
P S C W  = NSCINT*FNGAMMA 

!Total # of Events in Phantom 
!% of Photoelectric Abs. Events 
!% of Compton Scattering Events 

!% of Absorbed Gamma Photons 
!% of Escaped Gamma Photons 
! % of Energy-Lost Gamma Photons 

!% of Collimator-Arrived Phots. 
!% of Col1.-Transmitted Phots. 

! 2.Collimator 

! 3.Scintillator 
! 3.1 Gamma Photons 

STOTAL = SPAT -I- SCST 
PSPAT = SPAT*lW./STOTAL 
PSCST = 100.-PSPAT 
PSAB = SPAT/NSCINT*lOO. 
PSES = 100.-PSAB 

!Total # of Events in the Scintillator 
!% of Photoelectric Absorption Events 
!% of Compton Scattering Events 
!% of Absorbed Gamma Photons 
! % of Escaped Gamma Photons 

! 3.2 Visible Photons 
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C 

860 + + + + + 
870 + + + + 
890 + + + + 
900 + + + + 
9 10 + + + 
920 + + + + + 
C 

VUM>T = VPHOTT - VDETT. . !Total # of Undetected Visible Photons 
PVDETT' = VDE'IT/VPHOTT*lOO. !% of Detected Visible Photons 
PVUNDT = 100. - PVDE'IT !% of Undetected Visible Photons 

C 
C Print Summary of Calculations 

WRTTE( 10,860) NTOTAL,NPA,PPAl ,NCST,PCS 
FORMAT(' l', 

//' *** Water Phantom ***I/ 

' Total # of Events in the Water Phantom = ',E10.3/ 
' Total # of Phtoelectric Events = ',ElO.3,2X,'(',F6.2,'%)'/ 
' Total # of Compton Scatterings = ',El0.3,2X,'(',F6.2,'%)'/) 
WRITE( 10,870) NPA,PPA2,NOB,POB,NLE,PLE 
FORMAT(' Total # of Absorbed Gamma Photons = I, 

El0.3,2X,'(',F6.2,'%)'/ 
' Total # of Escaped Gamma Photons = ',E1O.3,2X7'(',F6.2,'%)'/ 
' Total # of Energy-Lost Gamma Photons = ', 
E 1 O.3,2X7'(',F6.2,'%)'//) 
WRITE( 10,890) NCOLL,PCOLL,NSCINT,PSCINT 
FORMAT(' *** Collimator ***I/ 

' Total # of Collimator-Reached Gamma Photons = ',E10.3, 
2X,' (',F6.2,'%)'/ 
' Total # of Collimator-Transmitted Gamma Photons = ', 
E 10.3,2X,'(',F6.2,'%)'//) 
WRITE( 10,900) STOTAL,SPAT,PSPAT,SCST,PSCST 
FORMAT(' *** Scintillator (CsI) ***I/ 
' +++ 1. Gamma Photons +++I/ 

' Total # of Events in the Scintillator = ',E10.3/ 
' Total # of Phtoelectric Events = ',E10.3,2X,'(',F6.2,'%)'/ 
' Total # of Compton Scatterings = ',ElO.3,2X,'(',F6.2,'%)'/) 
WFUTE( 10,9 10) SPAT,PSAB,SEST,PSES 
FORMAT( lX,'Total # of Absorbed Gamma Photons = ', 
ElO.3,2X,'(',F6.2,'%)',/ 
' Total # of EscaDed Gamma Photons = '. 

I ************* SUMMARY OF SIMULATIONS *************I 
9 

El0.3,2X,'(',Fs'.2,'%)'/) 
WRITE( 1 0.920) VPHOTT,VDETT,PVDE'IT,VUNDT,PVUNDT 
FORMAT(; & 2. Output Visible Photons +&I-'/ 
' Total # of Output Visible Photons = ',E10.3/ 
' Total # of Detected Visible Photons = ', 
E 10.3,2X,'(',F6.2,'%)'/ 
' Total # of Undetected Visible Photons = ', 
ElO.3,2X,'(',F6.2,'%)') 

C Print Energy Spectrum 
C 

OPEN( 14, FILE='SPECTRUM.OUT',STATUS='NEW) 
WRITE( 14,1100) 

1100 FORMAT(' Channel #',3X,'Energy [MeV]',3X,'# of Gamma') 
DO 200 I = l,NE 

200 wRfTE(14,1200) I,ENERGY,ESPECT(I) 
1200 
C 

ENERGY = E W  + (F!LOAT(I)-O.S)*DELE 

FORMAT( 1 X,I4,5X,F7.4,5X,E 1 1.4) 
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C Update Random Number Seed data file (RAN-SEED.DAT) 
C 

OPEN (2,FlLE='FUN-SEED.DAT, STATUS='NEW') 
=(%*I Jx 
WRITE(*,*) 'Hee Haw! Simulation ended at last!!' 
END 

+ 
+ + + 
+ 

910 

915 

+ + 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ + 
+ + + 
+ + 
+ 
+ 

920 

930 + 
940 + + + 

SUBROUTINE HEADING fEGS,NORMALSPOT,HOTSPOT, 
PNORMAL,PHOT,LINE_NORMAL,LINE-HOT,NGAMMA, 
SOURCE_HNRATIO,IMAGE-HNRATIO, 
XSRCH,YSRCH,ZSRCH,ZSRCL,NSRCX,NSRCY ,NSRCZ, 
DELSRC,XPH,YF'H,ZPH,COLTWE,XCH,YCH,NC,DELC, 
XSH,YSH,ZSH,XDH,YDH,ND,DELD,EMIN,EMAX,NE,DELE) 

INTEGER*4 NORMAL,SPOT,HOTSPOT,PNORMAL,PHOT 
REALNGAMMA,IMAGE_HMRATIO- 
C€€ARAClER COLTWE" 16, DMY*9, HMS*8 
WRITE( lo,*) 'SUMMARY.OUT' 
CAUDATE(DMY) 
CA.LLTIME(HMS) 
WRITE(10,910) DMY,HMS 

WRITE(10,915) $ 

FORMAT( lX/lX,A9,7X,A8/), 
FORMAT(' ************ SYSTEM S P E C ~ C A ~ O N s  ************I) 

WRITE(10,920) EGS,NGAMMA.2.*XSRCH.%.*YSRCH. . -  
(~SRCH-ZSRCL),ZSRCL,DELSRC,DELSRC,DELSRC, 
NSRCX,NSRCY ,NSRCZ,PNORMAL,PHOT, 
NORMALSPOT,HOTSPOT,S O U R C E ~ ~ ~ A T I O ,  
IMAGEJ€NMTIO 

FORMAT(IX,'*** Gamma Sources ***I/' Eo = ',F5.3,'MeV'/ 
' Total # of Gamma Source Quanta = ',E10.3/ 
' Direction = Isotropic btwn mu = 0 - -I#/ 
' Source Object Size = (',2@3.1,', '),.F4.1,') [cm]'/ 
' Distance btwn Object bottom and Collimator = 'F4.1' [cm]'/ 
' Source Object Pixel Size = ',2(F4.2,' x '),F4.2,' [cmh3]'/ 
' # of Pixels (x,y,z) = '2(13' x ')I3/ 
' # of Norma1 Pixels = '13' # of 'Hotspot Pixels = 'IY 
' # of Gamma Source in NORMAL pixel = '112/ 
' # of Gamma Source in HOTSPOT pixel = '112/ 
' Source-HotNorma1 = 'F8. I/  
' Detector Image-Hot/Normal = 'F8.10 

-7 

WRITE( 10,930) 2.*'XPH,2.*YPH,ZPH 
FORMAT(lX,'*** Water Phantom ***'/lX,'Phantom Size = I, 

2(F4.1,' x 'lF4.1.' rcmA31'/) 
WRITE( 10,940) COLTYkE,2.*X&2.*YCH,DELC,NC,IW 
FORMAT( lX,'*** Collimator ***'/lX,'Collimator T-ype = ', 

A16/' Collimator Area = ',F7.4,' x ',F7.4,' [c&?2]'/ 
' Collimator Pixel Size = 'F6.4,' [cm]T # of Pixel = I, 
13,' x ',I30 
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942 + 
944 + + 
955 + + + 

WRITE( 10,942) 2.*XSH,2.*YSH,ZSH 
FORMAT( lX,'*** Scintillator ***'/lX,'Scintillator Size = I,  

WRITE( 10,944) 2.*XDH,2.*YDH,DELD7ND,ND 
FORMAT(lX,'*** Detector ***I/' Detector Size = ', 

WRITE( 10,955) EMIN,EMAX,NE,DELE* 1000. 
FORMAT(lX,'*** Energy Spectrum Setting ***I/ 

2(F4.1 ,' x '),F4.1 ,' [cmA3]'/) 

F7.4,' x '37.4,' [cmA2]'/' Detector Pixel Size = ', 
F6.4,' [cm]'/' # of Pixel = 'J3,' x ',13//) 

' Emin = ',F7.3,'[MeV]'/ 
' Emax = ',F7.3,'[MeV]'/' # of Channels = ',14,/ 
' Energy Width for a Channel = ',F7.4,'[KeV]') 

END 

C CROSS-WATER.FOR 

SUBROUTINE CROSSWATER(EG,SIGC,SIGP,SIGT) 

C This program calculates Cross Sections of Compton Scaterring and 
C Photoelectric Effects in WATER 
C using INTERPOLATIONS : 
C 
C Compton Scattering : Linear Interpolation 
C 
C 

Photoelectric Effect : log(sigma) = a*log(Egamma) + b 

IF (EG .LE. 0.048) THEN 
IF (EG .LE. 0.024) THEN 
IF (EG .LE. 0.014) THEN 
IF (EG .LE. 0.01 1) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.012) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.0 13) THEN 

ELSE 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O.O 10,O.O 1 1,0.2 140,0.2 1 34,4.78,3.4,SIGC7SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O.O 1 1,0.012,0.2 134,0.2 1 17,3.4,2.6,SIGC7SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O.O 12,0.013,0.2 1 17,0.2 1 1 1 ,2.6,2.O7SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O.O13,0.014,0.2111,0.2095,2.0,1.5,SIGC,SIGP) 
ENDIF 
ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.019) THEN 
IF (EG .LE. 0.015) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.016) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.017) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.0 18) THEN 

ELSE 

ENDIF 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O.O 14,O.O 15,0.2095,0.2079,1.5,1.27,S1GC7S1GP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.015,0.016,0.2079,0.2072,1 .27,1 .O,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O.O 16,0.017,0.2072,0.2066,1 .0,0.8,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O.O 17,O.Ol 8,0.2066,0.2068,0.8,0.66,S1GC7S1GP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O.O18,0.01 9,0.2068,0.2072,0.66,0.56,S1GC7S1GP) 

ELSE 
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IF (EG . LE. 0.02 ) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.021 ) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.022 ) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.023) THEN 

CALL S1GMA(EG,0.019,0.02,0.2072,0.2065~0.56,0.505,S1GC,S1GP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O.020,0.02 1 ,0.2065,0.2058,0.505,0.40~SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.02 1,0.022,0.2058,0.205 1,0.40,0.36,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.022,0.023,0.205 1,0.2045,0.36,0.30,SIGC,SIGP) 
ELSE 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.023,0.024,0.2045,0.2038,0.30,0.26,SIGC,SIGP) 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 

IF (EG .LE. 0.029) THEN 
ELSE 

IF (EG . LE. 0.025) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.026) THEN 
CALL SIGMA(EG,0.024,0.025,0.2038,0.2030,0.26,0.23,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O.025,0.026,0.2030,0.2024,0.23,0.20,SIGC,SIGP) 
ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.027) THEN , - 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.026,0.027,0.2024~0.2017,0.20,0. 18,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.027,0.028,0.20 17,0.2010,0.18,0.I6,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL S1GMA(EG,0.028,0.029,0.2010,0.200 1 ,O. 16,O. 14,SIGC,SIGP) 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.028) THEN 

ELSE 

ENDIF 

IF (EG . LE. 0.030) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.032) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.034) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.036) THEN 

ELSE 

ENDIF 

IF (EG . LE. 0.040) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.042) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.044) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.046) THEN 

ELSE 

ENDIF 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.038) THEN 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.029,0.030,0.200 l,O. 1995,O. 14,O. 12,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.030,0.032,0.1995,0.1980,0.12,0.1 O,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.032,0.034,0.1980,0.1975,0.10,0.083,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL S1GMA(EG,0.034,0.036,0.1975,0.1970,0.083,0.070,S1GC,S1GP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.036,0.038,0.1970,0.1955,0.070,0.058,SIGC,SIGP) 

ELSE 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.038,0.040~0.1955,0.194,0.058,0.048,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.040,0.042,0.1940,0.1935,0.048,0.042,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.042,0.044,0.1935,0.1920,0.042,0.036,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.044,0.046,0.1920,0.1905,0.036,0.030,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.046,0.048,0.1905,0.1888,0.030,0.027,SIGC,SIGP) 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 

IF (EG .LE. 0.0833) THEN 
IF (EG .LE. 0.058) THEN 

ELSE 
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IF (EG . LE. 0.050) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.052) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.054) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.056) THEN 

ELSE 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O.O48,0.050,0. 1888,O. 1 872,0.027,0.O23,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.050,0.052,0. 1872,O. 1 866,0.023,0.02 1 ,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.052,0.054,0. 1866,O. 1860,0.021 ,O.O 1 8,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.054,0.056,0.1860,0. 1844,O.O 18,0.016,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O.056,0.058,0. 1844,O. 1838,O.O 16,0.014,SIGC,SIGP) 
ENDIF 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.068) THEN 
IF (EG . LE. 0.060) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.062) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.064) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.066) THEN 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.058,0.060,0. 1838,O. 1832,O.O 14,0.012,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.060,0.06270. 1832,O. 1 8 15,O.O 12,O.Ol I ,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.062,0.064,0.18 15,O. 1799,O.O 1 1 ,O.OlO,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL S1GMA(EG,0.064,0.066,0.1799,0.1793,0.0 lO,O.O093,SIGC,SIGP) 
ELSE 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.066,0.068,0. 1793,O. 1 786,0.0093,0.0087,S1GC7S1GP) 
ENDIF 

IF (EG .LE. 0.070) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.0733) THEN 

ELSE 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.068,0.070,0.1786,0.1 770,0.0087,0.0080,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O.070,.0733,0.1770,0. 1 755,0.0080,0.0068,S1GC7S1GP) 
CALL SIGMA(EG,.0733,.0766,. 1755,. 1 740,0.0068,0.0056,S1GC7S1GP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,.0766,0.08,. 1740,. 17 14,0.0056,0.O05O,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.08,.0833,. 17 14,. 17 10,0.0050,0.0042,S1GC7S1GP) 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.0766) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.08) THEN 

ELSE 

ENDF 
ENDIF 

IF (EG .LE. 0. I) THEN 
ELSE 

IF (EG .LE. 0.0866) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.090) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.0933) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.0966) THEN 

ELSE 

CALL SIGMA(EG,.0833,.0866,. 17 10,. 1 693,0.0042,0.0038,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,.0866,0.090,. 1 693,. 1678,0.0038,0.O032,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.090,.0933,. 1 678,. 1 660,0.0032,0.0029,S1GC7S1GP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.0933,0.0966,. 1660,. 1645,.0029,.0026,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,.0966,0.10,. 1645,. 1629,0.0026,0.0022,SIGC7SIGP) 
ENDIF 

ELSE 
IF (EG .LE. 0.11) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.12) THEN 
CALL SIGMA(EG,O.10,0.11,. 1629,. 1600,.0022,.0017,SIGC,SIGP) 
CALL SIGMA(EG,O. 1 1 ,O. 12,. 1600,. 156,.0017,.00 13,SIGC,SIGP) 
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ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.13) THEN 

ELSEIF (EG .LE. 0.14) THEN 

ELSE 

ENDIF 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O.12,0.13,.156,.154,.0013,.00097,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O.l3,0.14,.154,.1497,.00097,.00073,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O.14,0.15,. 1497,.1474,.00073,.00058,SIGC,SIGP) 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 

SIGT = SIGC + SIGP 

END 

SUBROUTINE SIGMA(EG,X 1,X2,YC1 ,YC2,YP1 ,YP2,SIGC,SIGP) 
SIGC=(Y C2-YC l)*(EG-X 1)/(X2-X 1 )+Y C 1 

T l=LOG 1 O(Yl?2/YP 1) 
T2=LOGlO@G/Xl) 
T3=LOGlO(X2/Xl) 
SIGP=YP 1 *IO.**(" 1 *T2/"3) 

END 

C COMPTONR.FOR 

SUBROUTINE COMPTONR(IX,EGl ,EG2,MU) 

C This program determines the ENERGY and the ANGLE of the Compton-scattered 
C photon using Klein-Nishina formula and REJECTION METHOD (KAHN) 

. 

REALMC 
DOUBLE PRECISION MU,AL,ALO 

PI = 3.141592654 
MC = 0.51 1 
L O  = EGl/MC 

!Electron mass energy 

C Rejection Method 
10 RHl=RAN(IX) 

RH2 = RAN(=) 
RH3 = R A N 0  

VAL1 = (1. + 2.*&0)/(9. + 2.*ALO) 
IF (RH1 .LE. VAL1) THEN 

x = 1 .+2.*RH2"ALO 
VAL2 = 4.*(l./X - l./X**Z.) 
IF (RH3 .LE. VAL2) THEN 

AL=ALOX 
ELSE 
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GOTO 10 
ENDIF 

x = ( 1 .+2.*ALO)/( 1 .+2.*RH2*ALO) 
VAL2 = (l./ALO - WALO + 1.)**2. + 1.m 

ELSE 

IF (2.*RH3 .LE. VAL2) THEN 

ELSE 

ENDIF , 

&=&OK 

GOT0 10 

ENDF 

C Results 
EG2 = AL*MC 
M u  = 1. - I./& + l./ALO 

END 

C PSF-CSI-SUB.FOR 
C 
C This Program calculates the POINT-SPREAD FUNCTION of CsI(T1) output photons 
C when a single gamma ray is incident normal to the scintillator surface 
C 
C Number of Collisions 
C 
C 
C SEST : Total No. of Escaping Gamma Photons 
C Numbers about Output Visible Photons 
C VPHOTT : Total No. of Output Visible Photons 
C VDm : Total No. of Detected Output Visible Photons 

SCST : Total No. of Compton Scatterings of Gamma Photons 
SPAT : Total No. of Photoelectric Absorp. of Gamma Photons 

SUBROUTINE PSFCSI(IX,EG0,X0,Y0,XSH7XSL7YSH7YSL7ZSH,ZSL7 + XDH,XDL,YDH,YDL,ND,DELD,SCST,SPAT,SEST, 
4- VPHOTT,VDE'ITJMAGE) 

REALMC 
RE& TMAGE(ND,ND) 
DOUBLE PRECISION SCST,SPAT,SEST,VDETT,MU 

C Constants 
PI = 3.141592654 
MC = 0.51 1 ! Electron Mass Energy MeV] 
YIELD = 53000. ! # of Visible Photons for 1 MeV Gamma Rays 

C Incident Gamma Ray 
EGl = EGO x1 =xo 
Y1 =YO 
21 =ZSH 
wx1 =o. 

Incident Energy [MeV] 
x-position of incident gamma [cml 

Ecml 
z-position(thick.of CsI(T1)) [cml 

11 11 y-position 'I 'I 

x-direction of incident gamma 
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Wl = 0. 
WZl = -1. 

NCS = 0 
NPA=O 
NEs=o 

I I  11 

11 I I  
! y-direction I t  I t  

! z-direction 'I I' 

! No. of Compton Scattering 
! No. of Photoelectric Absorp. 
! No. of Escaping 

C Next Collision Position 
20 H=RAN(lX) 

IF (H .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 20 
CALL CROSSCSI@G 1 ,SIGC,SIGP,SIGT) ! Cross-sections [cm*-1 J 
S = -LOG(H)/SIGT ! Traveling Distance [cml 
x2 = X I  + S*wxl ! x-collision position Ccml 
Y2 = Y1+ S*wYl ! y-collision position [cml 
22 = 21 + S*WZl ! z-collision position [cml 
NC = NC +1 
IF ((Z2.LT.ZSL).OR.(Z2.GT.ZSH)) GOTO 30 
IF ((X2.LT.XSL).OR.(X2.GT.XSH)) GOTO 30 
IF ((Y2.LT.YSL).OR.(Y2.GT.YSH)) GOTO 30 

! No. of Collision 

C Collision Type 

! Photoelectric Absorption 

PP = SIGPKIGT ! Probability of PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT 
H = RAN(Ix) 

IF (H.LE.PP) THEN 
NPA=NPA+l 

NVPHOT = NINTcyIELD*EE) 
VPHOTI' = VPHOTT + NVPHOT 
EE = EG1 ! Electron Energy lMevl ! # of generated visible photons for an event 

! total # of generated visible photons 

CALL OUTPOSEVEN(Ix,XDL,XDH,YDL,YDH,ND,DELD,X2,Y2,22, 

GO TO 40 

! Positions of Output Visible Phtons 

+ WHOT,VDETT,IMAGE) 

END IF 
! Compton Scattering 

NCS = NCS + 1 
CALL COMPTONR(K,EGl,EG2,MU) ! Obtain mu 
EE=EGl -EG2 ! Recoil Electron Energy FIev] 
NVPHOT = MNT(YIELD*EE) 
WHOTT = WHOIT + NVPHOT 

CALL OUTPOSEVEN(IX,XDL,XDH,YDL,YDH,ND,DELD,X2,Y2,22, 

IF (EG2.LE.O.O) GOTO 40 

! Positions of Output Visible Phtons 

+ NVPHOT,VDE'IT,IMAGE) 

! Direction of Scattered Gamma Rav 
.I 

PHI = %.*PI*RAN(Ix) 
CP = COSPHI) 

!Sampling of azimuthal angle (isotropic) [radian] 

SP = SIN(PJ3-j 
IF ((WZ1.EQ.-l.O).OR.(WZl.EQ.l.O)) THEN 

TERM1 = SQRT(l.-MU**2.) 
wx2 =TEFwl*CP 
wY2 = TEMl *SP 
wz2 = WZl*MU 

ELSE 
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TERM1 = SQRT((l.-MU**2.)/(1.-WZI**2.)) 
wx2 = TERMl*Cwyl*CP + Wx1*WZl*SP) +pirxl*Mu 
wY2 =TERMl*(-wx1*cP+wY1*wz1*sP) +WYl*MzJ 
WZ2 = -SQRT(( 1 .-WZ1**2.)*( 1 .-MU**2.))*SP + WZI *MU 

ENDIF 

EGl =EG2 
x1 =x2 
Yl=Y2 
21 = 22 
wx1  =wx2 
WYl=wY2 
w z 1  =wz2 
GO TO 20 

C Outside Collision 
30 NES=NES+l  

40 SPAT = SPAT + FLOAT(NPA) 
SCST = SCST + FLOAT(NCS) 
SEST = SEST + FKOAT(NES) 

END 

C CROSS-CSI.FOR 

SUBROUTINE CROSS CSI(EG,SIGC, SIGP,SIGT) 
C 
C This program calculates Cross Sections of Compton Scaterring and 
C Photoelectric Effects using INTERPOLATIONS : 
C 
C Compton Scattering : Linear Interpolation 
C 
C 

Photoelectric Effect : log(sigma) = a*log(Egamma) + b 

IF (EG .LE. 0.08) THEN 
IF (EG .LE. 0.03) THEN 
IF (EG .LE. 0.017) THEN 

IF(EG .LE. 0.01 1) THEN 
CALL SIGMA(EG,O.O10,0.011,0.76,0.76,750.,6OO.,SIGC,SIGP) 
ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.012) THEN 
CALL SIGMA(EG,O.O 1 1 ,O.O 12,0.76,0.76,600. ,480. ,SIGC,SIGP) 
ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.0 13) THEN 
CALL SIGMA(EG,O.O 1 2,0.0 13,0.76,0.76,480.,380. ,SIGC,SIGP) 
ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.014) THEN 
CALL S1GMA(EG,0.013,0.014,0.76,0.76,380.,3 lO.,SIGC,SIGP) 
ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.015) THEN 
CALL SIGMA(EG,O.O 14,0.015,0.76,0.76,3 10.,256.,SIGCYSIGP) 
ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.016) THEN 
CALL S1GMA(EG,0.015,0.016,0.76,0.76,256.~220.,S1GC,S1GP) 
ELSE 
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CALL SIGMA(EG,O.O 16,0.017,0.76,0.76,220., 190.,SIGC,SIGP) 
END IF 

IF (EG .LE. 0.018) THEN 
CALL SIGMA(EG,O.O 17,0.018,0.76,0.76,1 go., 1 60.,SIGC,SIGP) 
ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.019) THEN 
CALL SIGMA(EG,O.O 18,0.019,0.76,0.76,160., 14O.,SIGC,SIGP) 
ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.020) THEN 
CALL SIGMA(EG,O.O 19,0.020,0.76,0.75,140., 125.,SIGC,SIGP) 
ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.022) THEN 
CALL SIGMA(EG,0.020,0.022,0.75,0.75,125.,95.,SIGC,SIGP) 
ELSE IF @G .LE. 0.024) THEN 
CALL SIGMA(EG,0.022,0.024,0.75,0.74,95.,80.,SIGC,SIGP) 
ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.026) THEN 
CALL S1GMA(EG,0.024,0.026,0.74,0.74,80.,65.,S1GC,S1GP) 
ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.028) THEN 

ELSE 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O.O26,0.028,0.74,0.74,65.,55.,SIGC,SIGP) 
ELSE 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O.028,0.030,0.74,0.73,55.,44.,SIGC,SIGP) 
END IF 

ENDIF 

IF (EG .LE. 0.046) THEN 
ELSE 

IF (EG .LE. 0.032) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.034) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.036) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.038) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.040) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.042) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.044) THEN 
CALL SIGMA(EG,O.042,0.044,0.70,0.69,1 l5.,105.,SIGC,SIGP) 
ELSE 

END IF 

IF (EG .LE. 0.048) THEN 

ELSE IF (EO .LE. 0.050) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.055) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.060) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.065) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.070) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.075) THEN 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.030,0.032,0.73,0.73,44.,36.,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.032,0.034,0.73,0.72,36.,32.,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.034,0.036,0.72,0.7I ,32.,27.,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.036,0.038,0.7 1,0.7 l,27.,80.,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.038,0.040,0.7 1,0.70,80.,70.,SIGC,SIGP) 
CALL SIGMA(EG,0.040,0.042,0.70,0.70,70., 1 15. ,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.044,0.046,0.69,0.69,105.,90.,SIGC,SIGP) 

ELSE 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.046,0.048,0.69,0.68,90.,75.,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.048,0.050,0.68,0.67,75.,68.,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.050,0.055,0.67,0.67,68.,55.,SIGC,SIGP~ 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.055,0.060,0.67,0.66,55.,41.,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.060,0.065,0.66,0.65,41.,34.,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.065,0.070,0.65,0.65,34.,27.,SIGC,SIGP) 
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CALL 

CALL 
ELSE 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 
ELSE 

SIGMA(EG,0.070,0.075,0.65,0.64,27.,23.,SIGC,SIGP) 

SIGMA(EiG,0.075,0.080,0.64,0.63,23., 1 8 .,SIGC,SIGP) 

IF (EG .LE. 0.24) T E N  
IF (EG .LE. 0.14) THEN 

IF (EG .LE. 0.085) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.090) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.095) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.10) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.1 1) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.12) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.13) THEN 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.080,0.085,0,63,0.62,18., 16.,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.085,0.090,0.62,0.6 1,16., 13.,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.090,0.095,0.6 1,0.60,13., 12.,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.095,0.10,0.60,0.60,12., lO.,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O. 10,O. 1 1,0.60,0.59, 10.,8.,SIGC7SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O. 1 1,O. 1 2,0.59,0.57,8.,6.5,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O. 12,O. 13,0.57,0.56,6.5,5.,SIGC,SIGP) 
ELSE 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O. 13,O. 14,0.56,0.55,5.,4.1 ,SIGC,SIGP) 
ENDIF 

IF (EG .LE. 0.15) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.16) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.17) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.18) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.19) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.20) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.22) THEN 

ELSE 

ENDIF 

ELSE 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O. 14,0.15,0.55,0.55,4.1 ,3.3,SIGC7SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O. 15,O. 1 6,0.55,0.54,3.3,2.8,SIGC7SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O. 16,O. 17,0.54,0.53,2.8,2.4,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O. 17,O. 1 8,0.53,0.52,2.4,2.0,SIGC7SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O. 18,O. 19,0.52,0.5 1,2.0, 1.7,SIGC7SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,O. 19,0.20,0.5 1,0.50,1.7,1.5,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.20,0.22,0.50,0.48, 1.5 , 1.1 S,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.22,0.24,0.48,0.47, 1.1 5,0.9,SIGC7SIGP) 

END IF 

IF (EG .LE. 0.40) THEN 
ELSE 

IF (EG .LE. 0.26) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.28) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.30) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.32) THEN 
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CALL SIGMA(EG,0.24,0.26,0.47,0.46,0.9,0.7,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL S1GMA(EG,0.26,0.28,0.46,0.45,0.7,0.58,S1GC7S1GP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.28,0.30,0.45,0.44,0.58,0.46,SIGC7S1GP) 



CALL S1GMA(EG,0.30,0.32,0.44,0.43,0.46,0.40,S1GC7S1GP) 

CALL S1GMA(EG70.32,0.34,0.43,0.42,0.4,0.32,S1GC,S1GP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.34,0.36,0.4270.4270.3270.28,SP) 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.34) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.36) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.38) THEN 
CALL S1GMA(EG70.36,0.38,0.42,0.40,0.28,0.23,S1GC,S1GP) 

ELSE 
CALL S1GMA(EG70.38,0.40,0.40,0.39,0.23,0.20,S1GC,S1GP) 

ENDIF 
ELSE 

IF (EG .LE. 0.42) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.44) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.46) THEN 

ELSE IF (EG .LE. 0.48) THEN 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.40,0.42,0.39,0.3 8,0.2,0. 18,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.42,0.44,0.38,0.37,0.18,0. 16,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.44,0.46,0.37,0.37,0.16,0. 14,SIGC,SIGP) 

CALL SIGMA(EG,0.46,0.48,0.37,0.36,0.14,O.l25,SIGC,SIGP) 
ELSE 
CALL SIGMA(EG,0.48,0.50,0.36,0.36,0.125,0. I lS,SIGC,SIGP) 
END IF i 

END IF 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 

SIGT = SIGC + SIGP 
END 

SUBROUTINE SIGMA(EG,Xl7X2,YC1 ,YC2,YP1 ,YP2,SIGC,SIGP) 

SIGC=(YC2-YC 1 )*(EG-X 1 )/(X2-X 1 )+YC 1 

TI =LOG1 OWP2M'I 1 
T~=LOG I O@GK 1) ' 
T3=LOG1 O(X2K 1) 
SIGP=YP 1 * 1 O.**(T 1 *T2/T3) 

END 

C 0UTPOSEVEN.FOR 

SUBROUTINE OUTPOSEVEN(JX,XDL,XDH,YDL,YDH,ND,DELD, 
+ XP,YP,ZP,NVF'HOT,VDETI',Ih!IAGE) 

c 
C This program calculates the position of output visible photon AND 
C also DIGITIZE the position 
C 
C M  : Seed for Random Number Generation Function (RAN(IX)) 
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: Lower Boundary of the Detector in X-direction c XDL 
:Upper I' It 

in Y-direction 
C XDH 
c YDL :Lower It It 

C YDH :Upper 
C N D  : NDA2 = Pixel # of the Detector 
C DELD : Pixel Size of the Detector 

: X-position of the Collision in the Scintillator C X P  
CYP : Y-position 
Czp : Z-position 
C NVPHOT : # of Visible Photons Generated by an Event 
C VDET 
C WETI' : Total # of detected visible photons 
C IMAGE : Image Array of the Detector 
C 

I 1  I1 11 I 1  

I 1  11 

I t  11 It  I1  

11 I t  I t  11 

I t  11 I t  11 

and Detected I 1  11 11 11 I t  I1  11 11 

REAL. IMAGE(ND,ND) 
DOUBLE PRECISION VDETT 
PI = 3.141592654 
QE = 0.7 
NACTUAL = NINT(NVPHOT/2.*QE) 

VDET = 0.0 
DO 10 IP=l,NAcTuAL 

! Quantum Effic,mcy of Stint-and Det. 
! 112 of NWHOT lost due to isotropic 
! emission. 

20 wz = -1. + RAN(Ix) 

IF (WZ.GE.O.0) GOTO 20 
PHI = 2.*PI*RAN(Ix) 

! Cosine of Poloidal Angle (Isotropic 
! between theta=90-180) 

! Azimuthal Angle (Isotropic) 
TERM=SQRT(l.-WZ**2.) wx = TERM*cos(PHI) 
WY = TERM*Srn(PHI) 
XI= X P -  z P * m z  
M= Y P  -ZP"wYM7Z ! y- 
IF ((XI.LT.XDL).OR.(XI.GT.XDH).OR. 

ENDIF 

! X-position of Visible phot. on det. 
11 11 11 11 

+ (YI.LT.YDL).OR. (Y 1.GT.YDH)) THEN 
GOTO 10 ! Undetected Visible Photon 

VDET=VDET+ 1.0 
C Digitization of the Output Photon Position 

QX = (XI-XDL)/DELD + 1. 
QY = (YI-YDL)/DELD + 1. 
II = INT(QY) 
JJ = INT(QX) 
IF (II.EQ.ND+l) II = ND 
IF (JJ.EQ.ND+l) JJ = ND 
IMAGE(II,JJ) = IMAGE(II,JJ) + 1. 

vDETT=VDETIl+VDET 
10 CONTINUE 

END 
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